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;

is

in

of Jesus Christ
all the affairs of life; explain
the connecting link be
ing the action of mind, and how
tween God and man how mind action affects the body, pro
the doctrine

Silent

Unity),

UNITY

UNDERSTANDING
Charles Fillmore
ISDOM, understanding,

knowledge, in

Reference to the dictionary

telligence.

shows these to be so closely related that
the definitions overlap in a most con

fusing way. The words differ in mean
ing, but various writers on the mind and
its faculties

have given definitions of
the same words in terms that directly oppose the defi
nitions of other

writers.

There are two schools

of
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writers on metaphysical subjects, and their definitions
are apt to confuse a student unless he knows to which
class the writer belongs.
First are those who handle the
mind and its faculties from an intellectual standpoint,
among whom may be mentioned Kant, Hegel, Mill,
Schopenhouer, and Sir William Hamilton.

The

other

school includes all the great company of religious authors
who have discerned that Spirit and soul are the caus

Dictionary compilers have con
sulted the former class for their definitions, and we have

ing factors of the mind.

an inadequate lot of terms to express the
Even Christian metaphysi
deep things of the mind.
cians who belong in the second classification, have no
clear understanding of the two great realms of mind, —
in consequence

and pure logic rule; and
second that realm in which the thoughts and action of
the mind are concerned with reason and the relation of
It is only in the last halfideas in the outer world.
first that in which pure ideas

century that Christians have discerned that Jesus taught
a metaphysical science.
Poets are natural mystics and metaphysicians, and
in their writings we find the safest definitions of the
names used to represent the actions of the mind.

Poets

always make the proper distinction
between wisdom and understanding.
Tennyson says,
"Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers." Spiritual dis
especially

nearly

UNITY
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always places wisdom above the other fac
ulties of the mind and reveals that knowledge and in
Intellectual
telligence are auxiliary to understanding.
cernment

understanding comes first in the soul's development, then
a deeper understanding of principles follows until the
whole man ripens into wisdom.

Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore,
And coming events cast their shadows before.

The writings of

Hebrew prophets are good ex
amples of original inspiration, which is wisdom.
Solo
the

was famous for his wisdom throughout the then
civilized world.
Jehovah appeared to him in a dream
and said, "Ask what I shall give thee." Solomon re
mon

"Give thy servant therefore an understanding
heart to judge thy people, that I may discern between
good and evil." The Lord was pleased because Solo
had asked for wisdom instead of riches and honor,
and said, "behold, I have done according to thy word;
lo I have given thee a wise and an understanding heart

mon

and I have also given thee that which thou hast
not asked, both riches and honor."
And Solomon
awoke; and, behold, it was a dream."
.

.

.

It was immediately after

two
women appealed to Solomon to decide whose child it
was that they both claimed.

this occurrence that

"And

the

king

said.
Fetch me a sword. . . . And the king said. Divide
the living child in two, and give half to the one and half
to the other.
Then spake the woman whose the living

The foregoing

a

in

of

is

in

it.

It

it.

child was unto the king, for her heart yearned over her
son, and she said, Oh, my lord, give her the living child,
and in no wise slay
But the other said,
shall be
neither mine nor thine; divide
Then the king an
swered and said. Give her the living child, and
no
the mother thereof.
wise slay it: she
the judgment which the
"And all Israel heard
king had judged; and they feared the king; for they
him, to do justice."
saw that the wisdom of God was
is
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plied,

fine example of intuitive knowing.

UNITY
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Instead of the usual taking of testimony and the various
methods of proving the case by witnesses, Solomon ap
pealed directly to the heart and got the truth instantly.

No amount of

exoteric

testimony

plished what the appeal

would have accom

to the heart brought

forth

instantly.

Although it

is sometimes

difficult to determine be

tween pure knowing and the quick perception of the
intellect, the decision can always be truly made, based
upon the presence of the affectional equation.

That

there is a knowing capacity in man transcend

ing intellectual knowledge, is no secret.

Nearly every

one has at some time touched this hidden wisdom and
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been more or less astonished at its revelations.

It

cer

tainly is a most startling experience to find oneself giv
ing forth thoughts and sometimes words without prep
aration or forethought, because we nearly always ar
rive at our conclusions through a process of reasoning.
However, the reasoning process is often so swift that we
are apt to think it is true inspiration, especially when we
have received the reflected uplift of other wise ones, or
the baptism of the Holy Spirit. This quickening of the
intellect is the John the Baptist or intellectual illumina
tion that precedes the awakening of the ideal, — Christ
Some truth students become so enam
understanding.
ored with the revelations through the head that they
fail to go on to the unfoldment of the one who baptizes
in

"Holy Spirit and

in fire."

The Old Testament

writers had a certain understanding of this first and
Isaiah
second opening of the mind to spiritual truth.
said, as quoted by Mark,
Behold, I send my messenger before thy face,

Who shall prepare thy way;
The voice of one crying in the wilderness,
Make ye ready the way of the Lord,
Make his paths straight.

Elijah had

the

intellectual

illumination,

and

the

Israelites were taught that he would come again as a

UNITY
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Jesus said Elijah did come
again in the personality of John the Baptist, "I say
unto you, that Elijah is come already, and they knew
forerunner of the Messiah.

Then understood the disciples that he
spake unto them of John the Baptist."
The history of the Israelites is a moving picture of
man's soul and body development. When we under
stand the psychology of the different scenes we know
what we have passed through or will pass through in
him

not.

.

.

.

our journey from sense to soul.
understanding of truth, as given in the
first baptism, is a tremendous step in advance of sense
consciousness and there is involved a temptation to use
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Intellectual

for selfish ends the wisdom and power thereby revealed.
When Jesus received this baptism he was "led up of the

Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil"
(personal ego).
But Jesus knew that the illumination of the personal
is not the fulfillment of the law and he rejected every
temptation to use it for selfish ends.
Unless the disciple is very meek he will find the
mortal ego strongly asserting its arguments for the ap
plication of the power of the Spirit to personal needs.
The god of mammon is bidding high for souls that have
received the baptism of the Spirit, and quite a few sell
But the end is always "dust and ashes." No
out.
man can serve two masters

;

you cannot serve both God

and mammon.

When we discover in ourselves a flow of thought
that seems to lack entirely the reasoning process, we are
often puzzled about its origin and its safety as a guide.

In its beginnings this seemingly strange source of knowl
Again, it
edge is often turned aside as a daydream.
seems a far-away voice, like an echo of something we
One must give attention to
have heard and forgotten.
this unusual and very often faint whispering of the
Spirit in man. It is not of the intellect and it does not
It is the development
express through the head brain.

UNITY
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know himself and under
stand the purpose of creation. The Bible gives many
examples of the awakening of this brain of the heart
It is accredited as
in seers, lawgivers and prophets.
in man of a greater capacity to

coming from the heart; the nature of the process is not
explained, nor is it necessary to one in the devotional
stage of unfoldment to know all the complex move
ments of the mind in order to get the message of the

Lord.

It

is enough

to know that

understanding is
opened in both head and heart when man gives himself
wholly to the Lord.
the

lives of John the Baptist and Jesus. They were cousins,
indicating the close relation which the understanding of
They both
the head bears to the wisdom of the heart.
received the baptism of the Spirit, John preceding Jesus
and baptizing him. Here the natural order of spiritual
illumination

is illustrated.

Man

first an intel

receives

lectual understanding of Truth which he transmits to
his heart, where love is awakened.
The Lord reveals
to him that this faculty is the greatest of

of man and that head knowledge
heart understanding

all the powers

must

decrease

as

increases.

However, we should remember
faculties are eliminated

that none

in the regeneration.

of the

Among

of Jesus, Thomas stood for the head, repre
senting reason and intellectual perception. Jesus did not
ignore Thomas' demand for physical evidence of his
identity but respected
He convinced Thomas by cor
poral evidence that there had been
body resurrection
and that
was not a psychical or "ghost" body which
he saw, but the same body that had been crucified, as
evidenced by the wounds which Thomas saw and felt.
Jesus plainly taught that he had attained control of
the life
the body and could take
down.
up or lay
He saw that he was to be put to the test of overcoming
death and that his triumph would be an example for all
it

it

it

a

it.

the disciples

in
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This relation of head and heart is illustrated in the

UNITY
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We

may construe the death and resurrection of
Jesus in various ways, many of them fanciful and allegorically far removed from practical life, but the fact
men.

remains that there is good historical evidence of the
physical reality of the resurrection in its minutest detail.

Spiritual understanding shows

us

that the resurrec

tion of the body from death is not confined to Jesus but
is for all men who comprehend the Truth and apply it
as

did Jesus.

He had

of the new

the consciousness

flood of life, which comes to all who open their minds

above the disintegrating thought currents of the earth
and thus save his flesh from corruption.
When Jesus told the Jews what he discerned, they
said that he was crazy — "hath a demon."

The one

who teaches and practices the higher understanding and
reality of man's relation to the creative law, is out of
poise, from the viewpoint of mortal man.
When the higher understanding in Jesus pro

say unto you, If a man keep
my word, he shall never see death," they took up stones
claimed, "Verily, verily,

I

This startling and unheard of claim
power of the Word of Truth to save one from

to cast at him.

of the

death is beyond all human reason, and it is resented
by the material thoughts which are as hard as rocks.
Jesus did not let the limited race thought about man
keep him from doing the works of the Spirit.

He knew

it.

that the light of Truth had arisen in his consciousness
and he was not afraid to affirm
He went right for

his consciousness

by being loyal to

it

it,

ward healing the sick and teaching the truth as he saw
regardless of the traditions of the Hebrew fathers,
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. He kept the light shining
in

and by making

in

for himself the highest statements of Truth he could con
ceive.
The Christ Mind speaking
him said, "I am

Spiritual understanding

developed

a

world."
in

the light of the

is
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and bodies to the living Word of God, and he knew
that it would raise the atomic vibration of his organism

multitude

UNITY
of ways.
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No two

people have exactly the same ex
One may be a Paul, to whom the light comes
perience.
in a blinding flash, while in another it opens as har
moniously as a rose.

The sudden breaking forth of

the

of spiritual experi
ences, gained from previous lives.
Jesus saw that Paul
had a spiritual capacity, which, turned in right channels,
light indicates

stored

up reservoirs

So he took some pains to awak
in Paul the true light and thereby restrain the de

would do great good.
en

structive zeal that possessed him.

The spiritual nature develops

in man in a manner

like that observed by other attributes of his character.
"As he thinketh within himself, so is he," is the state

Man develops
of a law that has no exceptions.
the capacity to do that which he sets out to do. If one
makes no start he never goes, but when once under way
one step leads to another.

In idle wishes fools supinely stay;

Be there a will, then wisdom finds a way.

— Shakespeare.

No one

ever attained spiritual consciousness

without

it

;

;

it

it.

The first step is to ask. "Ask, and
striving for
shall be given you seek, and ye shall find knock, and
shall be opened unto you" (Matthew 7:7). Prayer

is

one form of asking, seeking,

and knocking.

Then

make your mind receptive to the higher understanding,
through silent meditations and affirmations of Truth.

The

to understand spiritual things will
open the way and revelations within and without will
written,
In Daniel 10:12
follow.
desire

is

earnest

it

Fear not, Daniel; for from the first day that thou didst
thy heart to understand, and to humble thyself before
am come for thy
thy God, thy words were heard: and
words' sake.

I

set

the presence of the uni
Daniel humbled himself
versal Mind, and thereby opened his understanding and

in

made himself receptive to the cosmic consciousness.
wisdom
Daniel and his companions were superior
in
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ment
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and understanding to all the native magicians and seers
The Scripture says
in the whole Babylonian realm.
that God gave Daniel knowledge and skill in all learn
ing and wisdom, and "Daniel had understanding in all
visions

Cultivate

and dreams."

purity

of mind

and

body, and you will open the way for the higher planes
of thought, as did Daniel. He "purposed in his heart
that he would not defile himself with the kings dainties,
nor with the wine which he drank: therefore he re
quested of the prince of the eunuchs

that he might not
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defile himself (Daniel 1 :8).
Spiritual understanding is developed in the feminine
This is pictured in Acts 16:14,
realm of the soul.

And a certain woman named Lydia, a

seller of pur

ple, of the city of Thyatira, one that worshipped God,
heard us: whose heart the Lord opened.
Thyatira means "burning incense;" it represents the
intense desire of the soul for the higher expressions

of

When this inner urge comes forth with power
(seller of purple), the Lord opens the heart, and, like
the disciples who said one to another, "Was not our
life.

heart burning within

us, while

way, while he opened to

us the

he spake to us in the

scriptures?" we receive

the heavenly message.

Wisdom consists not in knowing many things, nor even
in knowing them thoroughly; but in choosing and in follow
ing what conduces the most certainly
piness and true glory. — Landor.

to our

lasting hap

Knowledge dwells in heads

replete with thoughts of
men,
other
wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
Cowper.

—

She [knowledge]
is earthly of the mind, but wisdom
—
heavenly of the soul.
Tennyson.
Create in me a clean heart, O God;
a right spirit within me.

And renew

-

—Psalm 51:10.
For wisdom shall enter into thy heart.

And knowledge shall

be pleasant unto thy soul.

—Proverb*

2:10.

UNITY
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But the path of the righteous is as
That shineth more and more unto

the dawning light,
the perfect day.

—Proverbs 4:18.
Keep thy heart with all diligence;
For out of it are the issues of life.
— Proverbs 4:23.
A tranquil heart is the life of the flesh;
But envy is the rottenness of the bones.
—Proverbs 14:30.

My

son, forget not my

law;

But let thy heart keep my commandments.
— Proverbs 3:1.
Trust in Jehovah with all thy heart,
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And

lean not upon thine own understanding:

In all thy ways acknowledge him.

And

he

Happy

will direct

is the man

thy paths.

— Proverbs

3:5, 6.

that findeth wisdom.

And the man that getteth understanding.
For the gaining of it is better than the gaining
And

of silver.

the profit thereof than fine gold.
She is more precious than rubies:
And none of the things thou canst desire are
to be compared unto her.
Length of days is in her right hand;
And in her left hand are riches and honor.
Her ways are ways of pleasantness.
And all her paths are peace.
She is a tree of life to them that lay hold
upon her:
And happy is every one that retaineth her.
Jehovah by wisdom founded the earth;
By understanding he established the heavens.

—Proverbs 3:13-19.

Now we know that what things

soever

saith, it speaketh to them that are under the

the

law

law; that

and all the world may be
brought under the judgment of God. — Romans 3:19.
every mouth may be stopped,

UNITY
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UNDERSTANDING
E. V. Ingraham

NDER

this subject we may rightly

in

clude man's general capacity to know
and comprehend the facts of life, or that

U

function of his being by means of which
he develops and maintains a conscious

of life

many

relationships.
This capacity is ordinarily divided into
three classifications, viz.: knowledge, wisdom and un
ness

in

its

derstanding.

As

is

a familiarity

gained from actual ex

of our association with things
and people in a multitude of ways, our fund of knowl
Knowledge cannot be imparted to
edge is increased.
you from another; it becomes yours only through experi
perience.

a result

One may give you some ideas about joy, but you
have no knowledge of it until joy has entered into the

ence.

knowledge with capacity
of but little value unless

for using
has
direct

it.

is

a

Wisdom
Knowledge

of your life.
it

experiences

is

Knowledge
bearing upon one's daily life and activity.
becomes wisdom when the accumulated facts resulting
if

from one's personal experience begin to have some direct
these facts
bearing upon his various undertakings, or
give him a deeper insight into the thing he does.

that

state

of

consciousness

in

Understanding

is

which one feels a sympathetic relationship with events
to the degree that he can apprehend their meaning.
Understanding involves an apprehension of the prin
ciples and processes back of outer events.

This may

be

in

a
developed to a degree through much experience
given direction and a close association with the elements
and activities involved.
From this we can readily see that the road from
one of mental progres
knowledge to understanding
the de
sion, and that the only practical difference
in

is

is
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Knowledge

UNITY
gree of consciousness

developed.
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A

simple illustration
might make this perfectly clear to all of us.
Every one knows, or should know, that two parts
of hydrogen and one part of oxygen combined, produce
water.

We also know

If

something

about oxygen and

we have not studied chemistry this may
be about the extent of our knowledge, and it is merely

hydrogen.

knowledge.
Suppose that we begin the study of chemistry and
learn something more about oxygen and hydrogen.
Suppose also that we learn how to separate these ele
ments and how to combine them in different ways, so as
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to produce many of the possible results obtainable. We
could then use them with wisdom because of our ability
to apply our accumulated knowledge.
All this might
be accomplished without an understanding of what was

taking place. Understanding would come only through
a study of and an association with processes involved, —
a comprehension of the inner causes in addition

to the

outer effects.
Outer effects are always more or less apparent to
the man of ordinary perception, but this is not enough
for the man who feels the urge of progress which de
mands "with all thy getting get understanding."
To
really understand, a finer perception than the five senses
must be brought into play.
to our article on Judgment,

This point carries

us

back

published in March Unity.

In this we learned that a righteous judgment is decision
based upon a knowledge of all the facts in a case, and
that the basic facts are found only in the nature and ac
tivity of the underlying principle, the operation of which
produces the effect. It is therefore plain to be seen that
the

way to understanding

is

through righteous judgment

or spiritual discernment.

This

progress from knowledge to understanding has

way of the race, but we believe that nearly
every one will agree with us that it has been a rather
been the

circuitous

route.

This

is

evidenced by the constant

UNITY
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change going on in all of the so-called sciences.

As

the scientist approaches more nearly the central moving

of his science,

discovering
something which disarranges his supposed ideas and
facts.
Then he starts anew, builds other ideas and ac
principle

he

is

constantly

cumulates other facts, only to have them in turn swept

away by new discoveries.
Surely then there must be some method of procedure
by which man's knowledge may become more stable.

There is another way, and it is found by a direct reversal
of the common method.
mind through experience,

Instead of compiling ideas in
then ordering our conduct ac
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cordingly that we may eventually understand the laws
and principles underlying such activities, we must begin
by awakening

If

our spiritual discernment.

we lack

understanding we are commanded to ask of the father,
who will supply us. Spiritual discernment enables us
to comprehend the inner forces moving in events and to

really understand just what is taking place.
Understanding, then, is a sort of sympathetic rela
tionship existing between individuals, and between indi
viduals and events.
This sympathetic relationship ex
tended a little farther, develops more or less attraction
or fascination, and we call it love.

We

therefore see

that there is a very close relationship between under
standing and love.
Understanding

is not

a matter of time or association

when developed from this side.

It

is not at

all uncom

mon in our first meeting to instantly develop a peculiar
and deep understanding of people and conditions, even
in the midst of our seeking

ordinary

way.

for understanding in the
Very often we seem to understand

Yet we
upon our first meeting than later on.
have overlooked the vital significance of this experience.
better

In this period of understanding, we discern the inner
nature of another which harmonizes with our own
inner nature. If we could but realize that future rela
tionships

should be a natural evolution of this inner un

UNITY
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derstanding, our further experiences would continue in
perfect harmony.
So often, however, we allow ideas
and experiences to crowd in and usurp this inner under

But if we really

standing.

comprehend the lesson
which this experience presents, we shall be well ad
vanced on the path toward attainment. This we shall
endeavor to make clear by means of an illustration.

We

have probably known natural musicians, who,
without training, could play or sing exceedingly well.
We have also known many of these people to lose thennatural ability when placed under instruction.
This is
doubtless due to the fact that the instructor did not know
edge.

Wisdom and knowledge should be the natural evo
lution of understanding, whereas we ordinarily conduct
ourselves as though wisdom and understanding were the
natural evolution of knowledge.
Of course, all knowl
edge not having a sure foundation in spiritual under
standing should evolve into understanding, but future
knowledge should be the result of spiritual understand
ing.

The

progressive

man is never content until these

three phases of consciousness

are correlated.
it.

Some people are content with the accumulation of
Others
knowledge, without ever making wise use of
are content with wisdom, never being concerned with

of

To this ex
the whys and wherefores of its processes.
Re
tent they fall short of a well rounded existence.
where one begins, the three degrees of con
gardless
sciousness must be compassed.

a

But we find some of the same difficulties among
those who are traveling from the within out as we do
among those who are traveling from the without in.
great
We have all known those who seem to have
understanding and perhaps great feelings, but who
a

For instance,
have not developed these into expression.
great understanding and ap
many people who have
music have not developed the ability to
preciation
of
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how to correlate natural ability and technical knowl
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apply any of its principles, and therefore cannot make
Never having
outward use of the principles of music.
personally expressed music, their knowledge is limited.
But when one's perception of the principle of music
clearly enough formulated to act upon, and
when by action he has personally experienced and ex
pressed music, he is on the way toward a well rounded
becomes

But he who

musical consciousness.

is

overcome by in

ertia never externalizes his inner feelings, and his life
would be barren of music were it not for others who
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have attained.'

So it is with spiritual development. There are many
who have an inner perception of Truth and who are
content to live in a sort of dream world.
Life is just as
incomplete when one stops at this point as it would be if
he had begun with the accumulation of knowledge and
The
failed to progress in wisdom and understanding.
ideas gained

through inner discernment must be ar

ranged in consciousness until they are applicable in life;
when once experienced, they become knowledge.

The value of knowledge evolved from understand
ing is that it is stable and does not change with the
changing world.

The

knowl
edge of mathematics does not change is because all
reason

the accumulated

mathematical calculation is based upon its underlying
principle. So with all science; before it becomes a true
science it must be built upon its unvarying

The underlying principle of life

is

principle.

God, and all of

man's calculations in life should have their beginning in
God. Man's life will become stable only when built
upon this principle.
God are spiritually

God

and the things of
Through discernment

is Spirit,

discerned.

we understand God, and through understanding God
we become wise in the application of God's ideals and

we
come into our actual knowledge of God and of who and
what man is.
forces in us, and through the right use of these forces

UNITY
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THE QUICKENING WORD
Horatio W. Dresser

...

the words that I
It is the spirit that quickeneth;
speak unto you, they are spirit, and they are life. — John

6:63.

w

HAT

marvelous words

are these that

fall from the Master's lips after he has
his

assured

hearers

that

he

is

"the

bread of life," "the living bread" from
heaven, bringing life from the Father
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and giving life to those who are re
Even the words he utters are
sponsive.
spirit and life. Hence Jesus says to the disciples on an
other occasion, after conversing with them at length,
"Now ye are clean through the word which I have
spoken unto you,"

Lord

The word of
This is
life-giving.

(John 15:3).

the

the
well as
word which "shall not pass away," the word of eternal
life, the truth which sets men free. It is the word which
unites, which is from the Father to the Son, and thence
to the disciples. "If a man love me, he will keep my
words : and my Father will love him, and we will make
our abode with him . . . and the word which ye hear
then is purifying as

is not mine, but the Father's

which

sent me"

(John

"For I have given unto them the words
14:23-24).
which thou gavest me; and they have received them,
and have known surely that I came out from thee, and
they have believed that thou didst send me"

17:8).
Is it possible for

(John

to read these same words so that
they shall become to us words of spirit and of life?
Surely, if we give thought to the inward man as re
newed and quickened by the Divine Presence through
us

the creative word.

of having "the mind of
Christ," which renews.
Writing to the Corinthians he
says, "But though our outward man perish, yet the in

The Apostle Paul

speaks

UNITY
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ward man

renewed day by day"

(II

Cor. 4:16).
He also bids the Ephesians seek the inward source of
the life that renews.
"And be renewed in the spirit of
One's prayer would nat
your mind" (Eph. 4:23).
urally be that of the psalmist, "Create in me a clean
heart, O God; and renew a right spirit within me,"

(Ps

5

1 : 1

is

0) .

This

quest for the renewing

word reminds

of the inspiriting statement in Isaiah, "But they that
wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they
shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run,

us

and not be weary

;

and they shall walk, and not faint"

(Isaiah 40:31).
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Surely,

these

are wonderful

words

of

promise.

God is the true source of strength, of quickening power.
Our part is to seek the sanctuary of the Spirit, that we
may truly "wait on the Lord," may hear the quickening
Every true
Whenever we
prayer should bring this quickening.
read the Master's words as words of life, we ought to

word which

especially

be renewed.

This renewal ought

meets our need.

not only to give us a

new impetus to do our work in the world but a sense of
power in carrying out that impetus, in his name.
Why is it that we do not more frequently feel this
renewing sense

of life?

Is it because we read with

and forget to realize that there is
quickening value in the very words themselves, in ad
dition to the truth which appeals to our understanding?
doctrinal

interests

Is it because we have heard and read these words so
many times that now they are as familiar as the beauties
of spring or the glories of sunset? Do we read them as
historical statements simply, and fail to make them
vivid and real in the concrete imagery of our own
thought

?

Or

is

our failure due to the fact that we have

of power as applying to
the whole of life, as bringing strength and overcoming
weariness through the spirit they bring?
Whatever the reason for failing to make the spiritual
word a vitalizing power, it is well to consider the matter
never thought of these words

UNITY
in some detail, that we may make
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headway at last in

passing beyond the mere letter.
How can it be true that the inward man is renewed
day by day?
Through the continuous, the constant
presence

of the Divine Life within us as an influx or

incoming into "the secret place" of the heart.
we are not conscious of this incoming life
moment

of

its

imbuing

While
in

the

with our spirit, we
what is lacking in ac

touch

may complete in thought
tual experience, thinking of it as more immediately
present to our spirits at certain times than at others.
We may remind ourselves, for example, that during

we may be more receptive than in our waking
hours, when mental life surges forward so actively.
If
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sleep

tonight I take my problems and trials to bed with anx
ious and fear-breeding thoughts, I shall thereby put a
barrier around the inward man. But if I begin half an
hour before the time for sleep approaches to make my
spirit ready for sleep, I may be able to drop all cares

with a free-mindedness which will make of my night's
rest a divine communion.

My

part is to cut connection
with external matters, to drop all difficulties and uncer
tainties, and give myself to gentle sleep, "Nature's sweet
restorer," as I would offer my spirit in the truest prayer.

I

do not assume to know my chiefest

needs in so

doing. I do not necessarily ask for help. My hope is that
I shall give myself tojrenewing slumbers in whatever way
I need most to be receptive. I return to the sources. I am

If I

knew precisely by what word to utter
to express this responsiveness at its best, I would let this
be my last active thought before giving myself to sleep.
I can but say, "Let the words of my mouth, and the
a child again.

meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O
Lord, my strength, and my redeemer." "The words of
my mouth," here represent the external life, while the

May
meditation of the heart stands for the inner self.
May I so give myself in spirit to my
these be in unison.

UNITY
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who knows all my needs that on awakening
there will come a new impetus for the dawning day.
Sometimes the day begins to dawn on our conscious
Father

ness before we open

our eyes to behold the beautiful
may awaken at an earlier hour

We
morning light.
than usual, to find the mind

partially illumined

by

thoughts which come spontaneously; not by self-con
scious exertion, inference or reasoning, but through the
inward light. Difficulties are sometimes cleared away

We may see
during such an experience.
precisely where we have lost the spirit and become
immersed in forms, things and processes.
We may have
in a flash
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a new vision of the self or of some one whom it is our
privilege to help.
No rule for putting the mind into this illumined state
at its best can be given.
One can only say. Cherish it
when it comes, observing the conditions which invite its
By
coming that you may encourage their recurrence.
such an experience

one learns in part what it means to

"think with the spirit"
mind. Thus one has a
But one can give a
the will plays a part.

rather than with the external
clearer idea what the spirit is.
rule for mental states in which

When you are nonplused, ab
sorbed in conditions, involved in routine and weary:
seek some form of recreation or change which will fill
your mind for the time so that you will drop your cares
Then in the midst of it all you may
and problems.
gain the needed contrast, side lights may fall upon your
daily life, your work, your relation to your associates.

Again, read

a

favorite

author or the

Bible until a

thought appeals to you with clarifying power and gives
The Apostle Paul says, "Be ye trans
you a clue.
formed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect,

will of God" (Rom. 12:2).
It is well to bear in mind, also, that there is with us
a "spirit of truth" which will lead us into all truth if we
faithfully follow. Oftentimes we are unable to find a
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clarifying or uplifting thought until we first think matters
over, looking back over the past to see what influences

have brought us where we are today, what lessons are
to be learned, what change we need to make in our
attitude.

There

is great

value in facing life as it ac

tually exists in the living present which is for our develop
ment, noting motives, desires, the kind of love which is
For when we trace our activities to their
prevalent.
sources,

seeing clearly,

where we weakened,

realizing

when we became unduly absorbed in externals — then
we realize that there is a great freeing power in spiritual
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truth.

a thought suffices to turn the prevail
Sometimes, too,
ing attitude from negative to positive.
we are prompted to utter the word of power which as
Sometimes

quickly sets another free.
It is interesting and helpful to put ourselves back in
imagination into the time of the Gospel works of heal
ing and realize what faith was sometimes felt in the

Master's presence.

One woman of strong faith simply

begged leave to touch the hem of Jesus' garment, that
she might be made whole.
Another person said con
fidently, "Speak the word, only, and my servant shall
be healed."
the

Many of

the hearers of the parables and

Sermon on the Mount

must

have realized

most

vividly that they were hearing words which were spirit
and life. Undoubtedly these hearers felt marked spir
itual benefit from these power-carrying words.
Why is it that the followers of Christ in the churches
have lost the ability to put the soul in touch with spirit
and life as the glad messages once brought power to

Why

was it necessary for a new movement to
spring up outside of the churches to re-emphasize the
therapeutic value of the Gospel? Apparently because
men?

so much stress

has

been

placed upon the intellectual

It has
value in contrast with the life-giving power.
seemed to believers in doctrines that they have done
their part when they have come forth into public ac
ceptance of the denominational

faith.

But thus to be
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with qualification after qualification, lest one fail
to state this faith in precisely the right way, has been to
lose the force of the original truth.
That truth was
spread abroad in its universality.
It was for every em
lieve,

and every hour of need.
It was to be made
concrete, carried out into the flesh, the external life.
When we qualify, when we try to manage or regulate,
we check the incoming life, losing impetus and becoming
ergency

absorbed in our own states and thoughts.
But this life
comes to us that we may not only receive in fullness but
give in abundance.

"Give, and it shall be given unto you."

The power

This reciprocal action

expression.

Man

is the

real test of

Divine
Life in ever-increasing fullness and perfection, if he
"Every faculty can enlarge
gives in equal abundance.
.
. . with capacity for the receptivity of love and wis
dom, peace and joy, which will increase with every
belief.

is so constituted as to receive the

influx of life from the Lord."

Man appropriates life
it.

and power from this influx by living in large-minded
The influx vivi
responsiveness in accordance with
fies

in

accordance

two individuals

with reception."
Inasmuch as no
are precisely alike, each one needs to

his whole being,

is

the power of the quickening

word by admitting

it

in

learn from experience how to adapt life
its fullness to
receptivity and giving. The individual who has proved
into

able to speak and to give persuasively

to others.

The denominational Christian
tallized

in

Hence

is

apt to become crys
attitude through constant emphasis on his

remains for the outsider to
practice the Gospel with respect to its larger application.
But the large-minded follower of Christ never allows his
particular creed.

it
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of love is increased within us by giving. Conjunction
with God is increased through such responsiveness and

There ought to
be new evidences, fresh reasons, immediate contacts with
life, to keep the spirit alive. This would be our con
thought to become crystallized at all.
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of believing for our own sal
to increase personal piety, and

or worshiping
the mere giving of intellectual assent to what we already
believe, we should seek the words of life and of the
spirit and forthwith carry them to some one in need.

vation

Sometimes,

in endeavoring to be helpful to one in

need, we find it necessary to utter keen truths that arouse
dissent, stir the mind into self-defense, or even evoke

For there must first be
vital response of some sort. Thus a physician may find
it necessary to arouse a bedridden invalid out of easy
going habits of months or years of self-absorption and
the nourishing of luxurious aches and pains. Thus the
whole world had to be aroused from its complacent,
luxurious and pleasure-loving slumbers by the great
war.
And the war itself was hardly enough. It had
to be followed by other deep stirrings over social issues,
"Where there is
strikes and revolutionary programs.
life there is hope." There must often be plowing and
harrowing. Then we may sow the good seed. All
emotions in protest.

are mentioned in the Gospels, that we
may understand the rightful place of the quickening

these processes

word.

Of

what avail after all is belief in spiritual things
unless we realize that the spiritual element in us is the

What

there within our being, our thought, our

and how can

it

affections and conduct, which interferes

with this life,

be removed?

When such searching questions are put to

us

we are

in

self-defense at first.
Some
apt to rise up
chanced to have a weak physical inheritance,
tendencies

to disease,

of

tion

is

life-element, that to be spiritual is to be unselfish?
If
the Divine Life which comes to us comes as power to
do, as energy wherewith to achieve, then the first ques
is.
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vigorous

us

with

and so we seem to be exempt.

Others are handicapped through early trainjr" at home,
by educational deficiencies, and by our contact with the

world.

The story of our handicaps

seems indeed end
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after another we come forward to tell why
We seem
we are wearied, burdened,
and suffering.
to be involved

in

ill

less, as one

one another's burdens to the limit.

Our good resolutions and efforts should have been made
by our great grandparents on both sides of the house.
There seems to be no real relation or correspondence
between what we inwardly will to be and the conditions
which our outward life attracts.

Shall we simply excuse

and our immediate ancestors,

ourselves
is

fort to live by the quickening word?

making no

Of what

ef

Yet what shall we do?

meaning

Divine Love and Wisdom

this great truth that the

begin where we are today to give the inner life more
However old
and more fully to the Divine Presence?
we may be according to the calendar, whatever the
in

the same process at
hindrances before us, we are all
one point or another, and we may all begin to empha

instead of dwelling on the

Divine Efficiency

human process.
Sincerely to believe

in

size the

the divine influx as a present

immediate opportunity,

is

life into line at once.

It

of

is

is

in

to open our spirits
readiness to receive guid
reality,
ance, the word of life and power which
our greatest
We should not try to bring the whole
need today.

well to concentrate upon an

lifting

our spirit into spiritual
Then our responsiveness

light that we may be guided.
will grow from more to more, and we may find ourselves

doing what seemed impossible while we dwelt upon our
limitations and handicaps.

is

is

if

we are willing to en
Something we have gained
to be re
tertain even the idea that the divine influx
here
garded as vitally true now, that the living Lord

that

a

see

is

with wor^ which are spirit and are life. For theoret
ical object'mris will then fall away and we will begin to
it
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if

are present with us according to our need?
What we think as little as possible of heredity and
external environment, of any and all handicaps, and

question

of our attitude.
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inward side of our nature at least the cor
respondence between attitude and what it invites is per
fect.
There is all the power and life, all the wisdom
and love we need. There is spiritual health and free
dom. There is power to live the good life. Everything
depends on the human side on recognition of and co
We can hardly ex
operation with the one Efficiency.
the

pect what we have not invited. We are not likely to
seek to be "every whit whole" even in spirit, until we
gain the idea that the living Christ comes to minister to

So, too, when we read the Gospels, much depends
If we, when we read, when we
on what we look for.
worship, merely anticipate a Sabbath rest from our
week day problems, this pleasant contrast is what we
If we search the Bible in quest of
are likely to find.
passages to confirm a favorite doctrine, we may find
But to find the hidden truth in the
what we seek.
of the Word, we must make the effort which
spirit and
And so to hear the word which
leads to
life we need especially to start with the thought of
is

it.

letter

is

as the living, present

the soul of man today.

Lord, the light of Christ

We

in

God

need the idea of the divine

is

in

is

is

wisdom,
influx and with this the thought that there
a sym
life, power according to our need. The word
a clue or
The idea
bol or sign of this power.

was

in

openness of spirit.

It

in

in

in

the direction
centive to start our spirit into activity
which we need light. And so we endeavor to pene
an attitude of
trate behind the intellectual form
this penetrating,

vivifying

spirit that Jesus spoke to the disciples and then said to
confirmation, "Now ye are clean through the
them
And
have spoken unto you."
word which
further confirmation and quickening power that he also

[Texts used
version.]

in

says, "And the word which ye hear
the Father's which sent me."

is

not mine,

this article are from the

in

is

I

it

in
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the whole individual.

but

King James
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WISDOM
Wisdom is the health of the soul. — Victor Hugo.
Wisdom is only found in truth. — Coethe.

He is wise that is wise to himself — Euripides.
The heart is wiser than the intellect. — /. G. Holland.

conqueror of fortune. —JuvenaL
It is great folly to wish only to be wise. — La

Wisdom

is the

Rochefoucauld.
Great is wisdom

;

It

infinite is the value of wisdom.

cannot be exaggerated; it is the highest achievement of
man. — Carlyle.

—Sir P.

of wisdom stand in exer

Sidney.

But they whom truth and wisdom lead
Gan gather honey from a weed.
— Coivpcr.
then

is

Who

free?

— Horace.

himself.

The wise man who can govern

in

is

won; but riches purchased
wisdom yet for none. — Bayard Taylor.
Wisdom no more consists
science than happiness
By wisdom wealth

wealth.

— De

Wisdom

is

in

when we soar.

Boufflers.
ofttimes nearer when

— Wordsworth.

we stoop

than

is

is

proud that he has learned so much;
Knowledge
humble that he knows no more.
Wisdom

— Cowper.

is

Wisdom and Goodness are twin born, one heart
Must hold both sisters, never seen apart.
— Cowper.
He a wise man who does not grieve for the things

— Epictetus.
He

for those which he has.

wise who can instruct us and assist us
business of daily virtuous living. — Carlyle.
wise man will always be

a

A

in

which he has not, but rejoices
is
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cising

glory and increase

it.

Hie

the

Christian, because the
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perfection of wisdom is to know where lies tranquility of
it,

mind and how to attain

— Landor.

which Christianity teaches.

Man thinks
Brutes have no wisdom, since they know not his:

— George

Can we divine their world?

The god, O

Eliot.

and
by his oracle to mean this, that the wisdom of this world
foolishness and of none effect. —Plato.
her state

like that of things

continual

the regions

serene. — Montaigne.

is

it

in

Foi knowledge to become wisdom, and for the soul
God: and
to grow, the soul must be rooted
is

the
through prayer that there comes to us that which
strength of our strength, and the virtue of our virtue,
the

Holy Spirit. — William Mountford.

in

of

Wisdom and understanding are synonymous words;
two propositions, which are not distinct
they consist
sense, but one and the same thing variously expressed.

— Tillotson.
As

it,

whole caravans may light their lamps from one
so myriads of tribes may
candle without exhausting
gain wisdom from the great Book without impoverishing

—Rabbi Ben-Azai.

it.

The true

and the true happiness of a
wisdom
that enlarged and compre
in

;

in

greatness

country consist

wisdom which includes education, knowledge,
religion, virtue, freedom, with every influence which ad
vances and every institution which supports them. —
hensive

Wisdom
the sway

is

Henry Ciles.
of
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above the moon, always clear and

a

of wisdom

in

cheerfulness

is

most manifest sign
;

The

is

is

men, seems to me to be really wise;

the only thing which can relieve us from

the passions

and the fear of danger, and

which can teach us to bear the injuries of fortune itself
with moderation, and which shows us all the ways
which lead to tranquility and peace.

— Cicero.
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COUNSEL OF SOLOMON
My

son,

if thou wilt receive my words,

And lay up

my commandments with thee;

So as to incline thine ear unto wisdom.
And apply thy heart to understanding;
Yea, if thou cry after discernment.

And lift up thy

If

voice for understanding;

thou seek her as silver,

And

search

for her as for hid treasures:

Then shalt thou understand the fear of Jehovah,
And find the knowledge of God.
For Jehovah giveth wisdom;
Out of his mouth cometh knowledge and under
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standing:

He layeth up sound wisdom for the upright;
He is a shield to them that walk in integrity;
That he may guard the paths of justice,

And

preserve

the

way of his saints.

Then shalt thou understand righteousness

and jus

tice,

And

equity, yea, every good path.
For wisdom shall enter into thy heart.

And

knowledge shall be pleasant unto thy soul;
Discretion shall watch over thee;

Understanding

shall keep thee.

—Proverbs 2:1-11.

TEXTS ON UNDERSTANDING
But there

And

is

a spirit in man,

the breath of the

standing.

Almighty giveth them under
Job 32:8.

For God is the King of all the earth:
Sing ye praises with understanding.
— Psalm 47:7.
And the peace of God, which passeth all under
standing, shall guard your hearts
in Christ

— Philippians 4:7.
Jesus.

and your thoughts
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THE NEW CREATION
Now was I

come up in Spirit, through the flaming

into the paradise of God.
All things were
new; and all the creation gave another smell unto me
than before, beyond what words can utter.
I knew
sword,

nothing but pureness, innocency, and righteousness, be
ing renewed up into the image of God by Christ Jesus;

I was

so that

come up to the state of

was in before he fell.

Adam, which

he

The creation was opened to me;

and it was shewed me, how all things had their names
given them, according to their nature and virtue.- I was
at a stand in my mind, whether I should practice physick for the good of mankind, seeing the nature and
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virtues

of the creatures

Lord.
see

were so opened to be by the
But I was immediately taken up in Spirit, to

into another or more steadfast state than Adam's

innocency, even into a state in Christ Jesus, that
should never fall. The Lord shewed me, that such as
were faithful to him, in the power and light of Christ,
in

should come up into that state in which Adam was
before he fell; in which the admirable works of the cre
ation, and the virtues thereof may be known, through
the openings of that divine Word of wisdom and power
by which they were made. Great things did the Lord
lead me into, and wonderful depths were opened unto
me, beyond what can by words be declared; but as
people come into subjection to the Spirit of God, and

grow up in the image and power of the Almighty, they
may receive the word of wisdom that opens all things,
and come to know the hidden unity in the Eternal Be
ing. — Ceorge Fox's Journal.
In idle wishes fools supinely stay;
Be there a will, then wisdom finds a way.

—Shakespeare.

The

from Wisdom's well, which God sup
plies, is inexhaustible. —Bayard Taylor.
stream
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THE LAW
Agnes Lewis
There

It

is

a law of divine unity.

does not change to suit persons.

it and change to conform to its

There

is

a

widespread

Spiritual unity

All

is.

people must find

law.

belief

in

the

world that

health can be obtained through things external, but one
who understands Spirit and its laws knows this to be
untrue, for health is not something to be manufactured
from without; it is fundamental in Being, and is the
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It is a reality, perma
normal condition of all things.
nent, unchanging and unchangeable, and the one and
only way to attain it is through recognizing and obeying
This law is exact and unfailing,
the law at all times.
and disobedience to it brings results in the form of inharmony in mind, body and affairs.
If you desire a more abundant supply of money you
then in
must recognize your God-given abundance;
quiet assurance seek a righteous use of the supply you

have.

You

must think

Truth;

then, act

Truth.

Give

without fear of lack, and for the very love of the serv
ice you can render, for you must remember that increase
does not come

by personal effort,

God gives the increase

through

but by the Spirit.
the

universal

Law;

The
you have nothing to do but to keep the Law.
greatest teacher and demonstrator of this Law ever
known was Jesus Christ, and we find that he gave
largely, expecting no return according to worldly stand
In giv
ards, yet he was always abundantly supplied.
ing out the loaves and fishes he was fulfilling the Law,
"give, and it shall be given unto you;" we know that
he received "good measure, pressed down, shaken to
gether, running over."

Be still in self, that God may speak; look to him;
We should
be still in self, to see the Spirit do the work.
follow ever the inner voice and light that reveal God
as Spirit, Principle, Law, the Source and Substance of
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that makes

known

to us

our oneness with him.

MY FATHER
Lillian Foster Colby
My Father! O the
Of being called

perfect bliss

thy child!
To know myself thy son, thy heir,
Joint heir with Jesus, Son most dear,

The heavenly, undenled.
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My Father, since I am
I claim my heritage

Of
Of

health and wealth and beauty bright,
love, and youth, and true delight,

And
Yes,

this

To
And

I

thy son,

wisdom of the sage.

I

know:

All

that

I

ask

me, the son, is given,

sweet contentment

fills my breast,

am of thee supremely blest

With

purest

joy of heaven.

UNDERSTANDING
They understand but little who understand only
what can be explained.— Marie Ebner-Eschenbach.
Whatever we well understand we express clearly,
and words flow with ease. — Boileau.
What we do not understand we do not possess. —
Goethe.

We

can sometimes love what we do not understand,

but it is impossible completely to understand what we
do not love. — Mrs. Jameson.

The improvement of

the understanding

is

for two

ends; first, our own increase of knowledge; secondly, to
enable us to deliver and make out that knowledge to
others.

— Locke.
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MY NEW THOUGHT TWENTY-THIRD
PSALM
Mrs. Lolla V. Park

I

shall not need, lack, want; because

"Jehovah

is

my shepherd."

I

rest; because

"He

maketh me to lie down in green pastures."
I shall not need, lack want drink; because

"He

shall not need,

lack,

want
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leadeth me beside still waters."
I shall not need, lack, want forgiveness; because
"He restoreth my soul."
I shall not need, lack, want guidance; because "He
guideth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's
sake."
I shall not need, lack, want companionship; because
"though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil; for thou art with me."
I shall not need, lack, want comfort; because "Thy
rod and thy staff, they comfort me."
I shall not need, lack, want food; because

"

Thou

preparest a table before me in the presence of mine
enemies."
I shall not need, lack, want /'oy; because "Thou
has anointed my head with oil."
I shall not need, lack, want anything; because

"My

cup runneth over."
I shall not need, lack, want anything in this life;
"Surely goodness and loving-kindness shall
because

follow me all the days of my life."

I shall

"I

because

.

.

.

lack, want anything in eternity;
shall dwell in the house of Jehovah for ever."
not need,

The Son of

his love; in whom we have our

redemption, the forgiveness of our sins: who is the image
of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation. —
Colossians

1 : 1

3- 1 5.
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SUND^J.ESSOl^S
Lesson 2,

JONATHAN

July

BEFRIENDS

11, 1920.

20:32-42.

DAVID. — I

Samuel
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32. And Jonathan answered Saul his father, and said
unto him. Wherefore should he be put to death? what hath
he done?
33. And Saul cast his spear at him to smite him;
whereby Jonathan knew that it was determined of his
father to put David to death.
34. So Jonathan arose from the table in fierce anger,
and did eat no food the second day of the month; for he
was grieved for David, because his father had done him
shame.

35.

And it

came to pass in the morning, that

Jonathan

went out into the field at the time appointed with David,
and a little lad with him.
36. And he said unto his lad, Run, find now the
And as the lad ran, he shot an ar
arrows which I shoot.
row beyond him.
37. And when the lad was come to the place of the
arrow which Jonathan had shot, Jonathan cried after the
lad, and said, Is not the arrow beyond thee?
38. And Jonathan cried after the lad, Make speed,
haste, stay not.
And Jonathan's lad gathered up the ar
rows, and came to his master.
39. But the lad knew not anything: only Jonathan
and David knew the matter.
40. And Jonathan gave his weapons unto his lad,
and said unto him, Co, carry them to the city.
4 1 . And as soon as the lad was gone, David arose out
of a place toward the South, and fell on his face to the
ground, and bowed himself three times: and they kissed one
another, and wept one with another, until David exceeded.
42. And Jonathan said to David, Go in peace, for
asmuch as we have sworn both of us in the name of Je
hovah, saying, Jehovah shall be between me and thee, and
And he arose and
between my seed and thy seed, for ever.
departed: and Jonathan went into the city.

Text —A

friend loveth at all times:
a brother is born for adversity. — Prov. 17:17.

GOLDEN

And
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SILENT Prayer — Jehovah shall
and thee, and between

With
terpret

mj>

the help of a

seed

be

between

me

and thy seed, forever.

few hints, the student can in

these lessons for himself.

Saul, Jonathan, David, represent three departments
of one man's consciousness.

Saul

is the

Will,

functioning

in the limitations of

personality.

David is Love, quickened, but not yet in control.
Jonathan is the Soul, the son, or the result of the
activity of the Will. The Soul pervades the whole man
as a unifying principle, but is especially attracted
love. "Jonathan loved him as his own soul."
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The

to

and feminine.
The
masculine,
thoughts that emanate from the will are
soul

is both

masculine

those that emanate from the heart are feminine.

Jona

than is from the will, or the head, hence masculine.

Jonathan is revealed as soul identity, where he is
made to say to David, "Whatsoever thy soul desireth,
I will even do it for thee."
It is the nature of the soul gladly and willingly to do
the bidding of love.
The Will, functioning in sense consciousness, would
its Soul (son Jonathan)
and innate Love
destroy

(David). (Verse 33.)
The shooting of arrows by Jonathan

of David, represents

in the direction

the sending forth of thoughts of

a definite object.
When Soul desires a
stronger union with Love, it must express the desire in
directed toward the heart center.
These
thoughts
love with

an abiding part of conscious
ness but are used to open the way, carrying out a previ
thoughts

do not become

ously understood arrangement or law of man's being.
The little lad who gathered up the arrows represents

"As

lad was
gone, David arose out of a place toward the South."
This means that when we have sent away the external

the external consciousness.

soon as the
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with its thoughts (arrows) , Love (David)
arises out of a place in the subconscious (south).
Then there follows a deep and strong union be

consciousness

tween Soul and Love.

This unity

is not of the temporal,

outer life; it is the conscious

functioning of the divine,
the innate unity of Soul and Love.
"Jehovah shall be
between me and thee, and between my seed and thy

seed, forever."

QUESTIONS

1 .

in

What do Saul, Jonathan, and David

represent

individual consciousness?
2. Why should the will always function in har

mony with love?
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3.
4.

What do Jonathan's arrows represent?
What does the lad with Jonathan represent?

What happens when the external consciousness has
been "sent away"?
5. What follows the exchange of thought between
David and Jonathan?
Lesson

3,

July

18, 1920.

DAVID SPARES SAUL'S LIFE.— I
17,21.

Samuel

26:7-

So David and Abishai came to the people by night :
and, behold, Saul lay sleeping within the place of the wag
7.

ons, with his spear stuck in the ground at his head; and
Abner and the people lay round about him.
8. Then said Abishai to David, God hath delivered
up thine enemy into thy hand this day: now therefore let
me smite him, I pray thee, with the spear to the earth at one
stroke, and I will not smite him the second time.
9. And David said to Abishai, Destroy him not; for
who can put forth his hand against Jehovah's anointed, and
be guiltless?
10. And David said, As Jehovah liveth, Jehovah will
smite him ; or his day shall come to die ; or he shall go down
into battle, and perish.
1 1 .
Jehovah forbid that I should put forth my hand
against Jehovah's anointed: but now take, I pray thee, the
spear that is at his head, and the cruse of water, and let us
go-
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a

3.

1

a

it,

it,

12. So David took the spear and the cruse of water
from Saul's head; and they gat them away: and no man
saw
nor knew
neither did any awake; for they were
all asleep, because
deep sleep from Jehovah was fallen
upon them.
Then David went over to the other side, and stood
on the top of the mountain afar off;
great space being
between them;
14. And David cried to the people, and to Abner the
son of Ner, saying, Answerest thou not, Abner?
Then
Abner answered and said. Who art thou that criest to the

king?
in

a

to

This thing

not good that thou hast done.

As

is,

Jehovah liveth, ye are worthy to die, because ye have not
And now
kept watch over your lord, Jehovah's anointed.
and the cruse of water that
see where the king's spear
was at his head.
is

I

in

I

I

?

It

7.

Is

And Saul knew David's voice, and said.
this
voice,
voice,
And
David
my
son David
thy
my
said.
my lord, O king.
21. Then said Saul,
have sinned: return, my son
David; for
will no more do thee harm, because my life
was precious
thine eyes this day: behold,
have played
the fool, and have erred exceedingly.
I

GoldeN Text —Love

your enemies, do good

them that hate you. — Luke 6:27.
SILENT Prayer — The Lord shall

render to every

softened, and

forgiving, relenting spirit, when

it

will

it

perverse

is

The

to

and his faithfulness.

man his righteousness

sees the

manifests a

magnanimity

of an enemy.
trol.

Saul, the head, feels that he

is

for con
being gradually

the head and the heart
is

The war between

is

undermined by the heart, and that he will eventually
the root of the adverse,
Jealousy
lose his kingdom.
destructive thought which Saul sends out with the intent
to kill David.

The Will (Saul)

is
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16.

is

in

is

5.

Abner, Art not thou
valiant
man? and who
like to thee
Israel? wherefore then hast
thou not kept watch over thy lord the king? for there came
to destroy the king thy lord.
one of the people
1

And David said

directing the affairs of man
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The Will could be deposed if

under sufferance.

the

mightier power. Love, would so decree.
But it is never
the desire of Love to destroy.
Love is always pro
tective and constructive.

The arrogant Will thinks that

its dictates shall pre

vail always.

But there are laws of action and reaction
in the external realms where it functions, and these

eventually

establish

Will

the proper balance

of power be

and Love.

Activity in sense consciousness
is followed by sleep, and it is in this quietness of the
senses that man places himself in the power of his better

tween

nature.
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In the acknowledgment by Saul that he had sinned,
we have the evidence of the developing soul that it is
in the wrong.
Confession is good for man.
essary movement

Self-analysis

is

in the mind of the neophyte.

a nec

If

your

if your better nature makes
rights, you will do well to admit, as

course has been unjust, and

an appeal for its

did Saul, "I have played the fool."
When man takes this attitude he feels an awaken
He grows closer
ing of the divine impulses of his soul.
to God by becoming God-like in thought and act.
Saul realized that as David had spared his life so
would the Lord deliver him out of tribulation.
In the state of mind where the soul sees the final
ascendency of the Law of Love, it acknowledges, as in
the case of Saul, that Love shall surely prevail. "Bless
ed be thou, my son David: thou shalt both do mightily,

and shalt surely prevail."
QUESTIONS

I.

Does the will lose its rulership when love is de

veloped?
2. . Does love ever work destructively ?
3.

Is confession good for a man ?

4.

What

5.

Will

Why

?

of confession upon the soul ?
an attitude of love prevail?
is the effect
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Lesson 4.

July

25, 1920.

DAVID SUCCEEDS SAUL AS KING.— II
uel 2:1-7; 5:1-5.

And it came to

Sam

pass after this, that

David inquired
of Jehovah, saying, Shall I go up into any of the cities of
Judah? And Jehovah said unto him. Go up. And David
said. Whither shall I go up? And he said. Unto Hebron.
2. So David went up thither, and his two^rives also,
Ahinoam the Jezreelitess, and Abigail the wife of Nabal the
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1.

Carmelite.
3. And his men that were with him did David bring
up, every man with his household: and they dwelt in the
cities of Hebron.
4. And the men of Judah came, and there they
anointed David king over the house of Judah.
And they
told David, saying. The men of Jabesh-gilead were they
that buried Saul.
5. And David sent messengers unto the men of Jabeshgilead, and said unto them, Blessed be ye of Jehovah, that
ye have showed this kindness unto your lord, even unto Saul,
and have buried him.
6. And now Jehovah show lovingkindness and truth
unto you: and I also will requite you this kindness, because
ye have done this thing.
7.
Now therefore let your hands be strong, and be ye
valiant; for Saul your lord is dead, and also the house of
Judah have anointed me king over them.
1.
Then came all the tribes of Israel to David unto
Hebron, and spake, saying. Behold, we are thy bone and
thy flesh.
2. In times past, when Saul was king over us, it was
thou that leddest out and broughtest in Israel: and Jehovah
said to thee, Thou shalt be shepherd of my people Israel,
and thou shalt be prince over Israel.
3.
So all the elders of Israel came to the king to Heb
ron; and king David made a covenant with them in Hebron
before Jehovah: and they anointed David king over Israel.
4. David was thirty years old when he began to reign,

and he reigned forty years.
5. In Hebron he reigned over Judah seven years and
months;
six
and in Jerusalem he reigned thirty and three
years over all Israel and Judah.

Golden Text — Trust

in

Jehovah with all f/iji

UNITY
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And lean
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not upon thine own understanding.

—

Prov. 3:5.

Silent Prayer— Wisdom

and Love are united in

Christ Jesus in me.

Love
tribes,

Two

does not at once master the whole man.

Israel and Judah, are under the rule of David.

These tribes represent the highest realms of conscious
ness.
David was told by the Lord to "Go up." Judah
means praise or prayer, and has his throne center in the
top of the head.
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In

of the head and the
Ishbosheth, a younger son of Saul,
heart is subjective.
with his general, Abner, ruled the ten tribes and over
came the Philistines.
Afterward all were subject to
David.
Where there is a conscious subjective unity of head
the beginning,

the union

and heart, victory is assured.

Man can overcome

every

and establish a great kingdom, as did David,
by uniting and harmonizing the spiritual forces of his
enemy
being.

David was made king over Israel — Love

rules

in

spiritual consciousness.

The brain of Love

is the heart center,

but there

Love — head

Wisdom and
and
heart.
David asked of the Lord if he should go up
into any of the cities of Judah, and the Lord said unto
him, "Go up. . . . Unto Hebron."
must be union between

It

that place in con
sciousness where we touch the highest activities of Di

Judah

means praise, prayer.

is

vine Mind.

Phrenology points out that the upper part
of the head is the seat of reverence or spirituality.
Di
vine Science corroborates this. When we pray we roll
our eyes up, showing that our center of attention is in
the top brain.

Hebron is the front brain, the seat of conscious
thought. When the Lord told David to go up to the
cities of Judah, especially Hebron, he was pointing the
way to a harmonious cooperation between the indwell
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ing Love of the heart and the Understanding in the
head.

The gathering of
acknowledge David

the tribes of Israel at
as king,

represents

Hebron to

the conscious

that Love shall reign

recognition by all the thoughts

Love shall henceforth feed
the thoughts (the people) and Love shall be prince over
supreme

in consciousness.

Israel.

This union of head and heart is the next great
movement of God in the whole race. Out of the house
of David has come Christ Jesus, and his reign shall
cover the earth.
QUESTIONS
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1.

Does

love master

the

whole

man

at once?

Why?
2.

How

is man's victory assured?

In what consciousness do we touch the highest
activities of Divine Mind?
4. What does Hebron typify?
5. What does the gathering of the tribes of Israel
at Hebron mean?
3.

Lesson

5,

August

1, 1920.

DAVID BRINGS THE ARK TO JERUSALEM.

—II

Samuel

6:1-19; Psalm 24:7-10.

And David again gathered together all the chosen
Israel,
men of
thirty thousand.
2. And David arose, and went with all the people
that were with him, from Baale-judah, to bring up from
thence the ark of God, which is called by the Name, even
the name of Jehovah of hosts that sitteth above the cherubim.
3.
And they set the ark of God upon a new cart, and
brought it out of the house of Abinadab that was in the hill :
and Uzzah and Ahio, the sons of Abinadab, drove the new
cart.
4. And they brought it out of the house of Abinadab,
which was in the hill, with the ark of God: and Ahio went
before the ark.
5. And David and all the house of Israel played be
fore Jehovah with all manner of instruments made of fir
1.
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wood, and with harps, and with psalteries, and with timbrels,
and with castanets, and with cymbals.
6. And when they came to the threshing-floor of
Nacon, Uzzah put forth his hand to the ark of God, and
took hold of it; for the oxen stumbled.
7. And the anger of Jehovah was kindled against
Uzzah; and God smote him there for his error; and there
he died by the ark of God.
8. And David was displeased, because Jehovah had
broken forth upon Uzzah; and he called that place Perezuzzah, unto this day.
9. And David was afraid of Jehovah that day; and
he said, How shall the ark of Jehovah come unto me?
1 0.
So David would not remove the ark of Jehovah
unto him into the city of David; but David carried it aside
into the house of Obed-edom the Gittite.
1 1.
And the ark of Jehovah remained in the house of
Obed-edom the Gittite three months: and Jehovah blessed
Obed-edom, and all his house.
1 2.
And it was told king David, saying, Jehovah hath
blessed the house of Obed-edom, and all that pertaineth
unto him, because of the ark of God.
And David went and
brought up the ark of God from the house of Obed-edom
into the city of David with joy.
1 3.
And it was so, that, when they that bare the ark of
Jehovah had gone six paces, he sacrificed an ox and a
fading.
14.

And David danced before Jehovah with all his

might; and David was girded with a linen ephod.
15. So David and all the house of Israel brought up
the ark of Jehovah with shouting, and with the sound of the
trumpet.
16.
And it was so, as the ark of Jehovah came into
the city of David, that Michal the daughter of Saul looked
out at the window, and saw king David leaping and dancing
before Jehovah; and she despised him in her heart.
I 7. And they brought in the ark of Jehovah, and set
it in its place, in the midst of the tent that David had pitched
for it ; and David offered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings
before Jehovah.
1 8.
And when David had made an end of offering the
burnt-offering and the peace-offerings, he blessed the people

of Jehovah of hosts.
19. And he dealt among all the people, even among
the whole multitude of Israel, both to men and women, to
in the name
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every one a cake of bread, and a portion of flesh, and a cake
of raisins. So all the people departed every one to his house.
7.
Lift up your heads, O ye gates; And be ye lifted
up, ye everlasting doors: And the King of glory will come in.
8. Who is the King of glory?
Jehovah strong and
mighty, Jehovah mighty in battle.
9. Lift up your heads, O ye gates; Yea, lift them up.
doors: And the King of glory will come in.
everlasting
ye

Who is this King of glory?
the King of glory.

Jehovah of hosts.

10.

He

is

GOLDEN TEXT — Enter into his gates ivith thanks
giving. And into his courts with praise. — Psalm 100:4.
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SlLENT PRAYER — / enter into his gates with thanks
giving and into his courts with praise.

The ark of

the covenant represents the original

It

law

a covenant, or agree
ment, between the Father and the Son that the latter

of divinity in man's being.

is

shall inherit the all good of his Infinite Source.
"All
things whatsoever the Father hath are mine" (John

16:15).

This original spiritual spark

a very sacred, holy
thing, because upon its development depends man's im
mortality.

It

is represented

is

as occupying the most holy

place in the temple and as being protected and cared
for with great devotion.

All

that man is in consciousness

has been brought

forth from this central spiritual spark.

Because man
does not understand the value of Divine Illumination,
he does not cultivate its increase
very

existence.

and often ignores its
The attention is taken up with the

things of sense to the utter exclusion of Spirit.

Having conquered the Philistines and other aliens in
his dominion, David abandoned warfare and began
When the mind is
giving attention to things spiritual.
turbulent and contentious, the Spirit is not in evidence,
but when peace is restored the thoughts turn to God.
So the Ark of the Covenant is brought from the house
of Abinadab, "m the hill," or superconsciousness.
Ab
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"the father of liberality," representing
the realm of unlimited mind.
inadab

means

When the Spirit is again brought to consciousness
there is joy and gladness; music, the expression of joy
and gladness, fills the soul. But in moving from place
to place, spirit comes into contact with states of con

Divine Law.

sciousness that are out of harmony with

The threshing floor of Nacon

represents such an experi

Nacon means destruction, and the symbology

ence.

is further strengthened

by reference

to the "threshing

floor."

Uzzah

human strength.
divine-natural
strength,

means

When the oxen,

in

This

is,

reaction from the Law.

a quick

the nar

a

rative, "the anger of Jehovah," to bring out forcibly the
resistance of the Spirit to mortal intervention. When

should not be
put into the hands of the Spirit,
the
touched by mortal thought. Put your entire trust
Lord, and he will bring
to pass.
it

in

it

is

thing

When man allows the mortal part of himself to act
defeated, he often rebels,
place of the spiritual, and
or
"displeased."
He cannot see why strength of
not just as good as strength of Spirit, and
muscle
is

in

is

is

in

his confusion he says,
come unto me?"

David

put the

"How

shall the ark of Jehovah

Spirit aside until he heard of the

was bringing to Obed-edom (life) when he
to the city of David with joy. The
went and brought
"city of David"
Jerusalem, physiologically the great
is

it

,

it

blessings

central nerve back of the heart.

From this point the
Spirit sends its radiance to all parts of the body.

1.

QUESTIONS

What

3. 2.
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"stumbled,"
the
representing
effort from the human side to steady the Spirit met with

Upon what does man's immortality depend?
In what attitude does the mind most readily turn

to God?

does the ark of the covenant represent?
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What happens when

4.

the

Spirit

is

restored to

man's consciousness?
Describe "the anger of Jehovah."
What is the secret of spiritual strength?

5.
6.

Those things on which philosophy has set its seal are
beyond the reach of injury; no age will discard them or
their force, each succeeding century will add
somewhat to the respect in which they are held ; for we
lessen

by the same limits which confine others; he alone is
exempt from the laws by which mankind is governed;
all ages serve him like a god. If any time be past he re

The

if

it

is,

it.

;

it

is

it,

calls it by his memory, if it be present he uses
be
his life
a long one because he
future he anticipates
— Seneca.
concentrates all times into
question

in

whether, like the Divine Child
the temple, we are turning knowledge into wisdom, and
whether, understanding more of the mysteries of life, we

are feeling more of its sacred law; and whether, having
left behind the priests and the scribes and the doctors
and the fathers, we are about our Father's business, and

becoming wise to God. — F. W. Robertson.

days

It

it

convulses

has been poured into
us as pain;
slid into us as

dull, melancholy days, or
cheerful labor; we did not guess its essence
enveloped us

in

pleasure;

it

blood;
it

us as

infused into every form.

of

dom

is

Every moment instructs, and every object; for wis

in

heaven:

she

is

Wisdom sits alone, topmost

in

until after long time. — Emerson.

its

the heart of man she sits as high,
light, its God; and
thought groveling minds forget her oftimes, seeing but

in
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look upon what is near us with jealous eyes, but we ad
mire what is further off with less prejudice.
The wise
man's life, therefore, includes much; he is not hedged in

this

world's idols.— N. P. Willis.
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SYSTEM IN THE HOME
Mary S. Flint
It has been said that "Order is heaven's first law."
The motto is a good one for all to follow in making the
home

attractive.

keep a well-ordered

house,

it is

for the homemaker to plan to do her different

kinds of work on special days, leaving, of course, one
day for rest. As many spare hours of the other six

the soul and

fit

silence strengthen

it

days as are possible, should also be given to relaxation
and communion with God, for the moments in the
to better carry on

is

"Wash

me, and

statement

cleanses

times, say often,

snow."

This

used for the family washing, as

I

Monday

in

the regular routine of each day.

If

olden

shall be whiter than

the soul

as

well as

On Tuesday the warm work of ironing

the clothes.

may be made easier by repeating, "Let patience have
Wednesday the work of polishing
its perfect work."
silver and brass ware may be made more inviting by

not

Friday
serving the Lord."
everything within the home

is

slothful;

fervent

in

diligence

and one can

to be done by affirming,

is

...

every home,

is

"Be

in

extra things which come up
happily accomplish all there

in

is

is

as the dawning
saying, "The path of the righteous
light, that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."
generally used for doing the many little
Thursday

spirit;

of days when
cleaned and made to

the day

great joy

the tasks

will walk within my

if

shine, and as one goes from room to room one may find
in
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essential

To

these words are repeated,

house with a perfect heart."

"I
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On Saturday,

with the Israelites,
the prudent housewife prepares twice as much food as
on other days, so that the seventh day may be one of
as was the case

The real value of her service will be understood
and the work will assume a different character, if the
rest.

holds the thought in her mind,
meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to

homemaker continually

"My

accomplish his work."

If

this

plan of seeing the spir

itual side of all of the work of the week is carried out,
"
then on Sunday one will realize,
There remaineth

life. We must not cut our lives in two and call one part
secular, governing it by one set of principles and then
regard the other part as sacred, to be controlled by an

All

other set of rules.

life should be made religious in
the sense that everything is to be done in such a way as
to please

God under

the direction of his counsel.

soever we do, even to eating and drinking,

What

we should

do in the name of the Lord Jesus."

"A

Child is the repository of infinite possibilities,"
and comes into the world a potential asset to society, as
it comes in response to a universal call, and in fulfillment
If it ever becomes a liability, the
of a natural law.
fault is more with society than with the child, as society
has the advantage of the accumulated knowledge and
wisdom of the ages, to which the child has an inherent
right, and for which society must suffer and answer for.

— Q. F.

it.

if it does not get

Wright.

So nigh
grandeur to our dust,
God to man.
So near
When Duty whispers low, "Thou must,"
The youth replies "I can."
is

is
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therefore a sabbath rest for the people of God."
Dr. J. R. Miller said, "Religion is living out the
principles of Christianity in one's ordinary week day

—Emerson.
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PROSPERITY IN THE HOME
"Peace be within thy walls, And prosperity within thy
palaces."

There need be no poor homes.
prosperous.

You can prove

Every home can be

this by getting busy along

the right lines.

Every visible item of wealth in the world today can
be traced to its invisible source.
Food comes from
grains. Grain is planted in the earth; but who sees or
knows the secret quickening that touches the seed and
No one. That is
makes it to bear a hundredfold?

all carried out in the invisible Source of things; but the
for the multitude.

The physical substance that we call
gross form

the earth is the

cf the spiritual substance that pervades all

The grain

put into the earth, but it is the
quickening thought that runs through the spiritual sub
stance that causes the life germ to start and take hold

brings forth after its kind.
thorns, or figs of thistles?"

germinates.

"Do

dropped into
grows.

It

the spiritual substance.

men gather grapes of

farm and you who garden choose the seed
of

You who

The Word

the seed.

It

The Word

is

of the physical substance that nourishes

is it.

is

It

things.

If

for next year's planting from the finest specimens
this
year's crop. You reject every defective seed that you
detect.
you think that your own harvest does not
give you the right seed for the coming planting, you
send abroad for the best to be had.
In this way you

Word

the same

intelligent discrimination

seed that the farmer uses

in

to exercise

selecting

in

in

make sure of the nature of your coming crop.
you want prosperity
your home you will have

If

your

his corn

seed.

When you talk and talk "hard times" and "money
scarce," you are sowing hard times and money scarce
seed.
By the sure law
growth and yield, what kind
of
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result of that unseen force acting upon the grain is food
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will you reap?

If

a farmer sowed thistle
seed and then complained that his field did not yield
If he
him wheat, you would say, "The foolish man!
wanted wheat, why didn't he sow wheat?"
of harvest

You
home.

can begin now to bring prosperity into your
The first thing for you to do is to discard the

words that have in them the idea of poverty, and then
select carefully the words that hold the germ of plenty.
Never make an assertion, no matter how true it may
look on the surface, that you do not want continued or

Do not say that money is
reproduced in your home.
scarce with you ; the very statement of such an idea will
send money fleeing from your fingers.
Never say that
you; that word will tighten your

until Omnipotence
them to slip in a dime.
purse

strings

is powerless to loosen

Begin right now to talk plenty, think plenty, give
thanks for plenty.

It

is it.

It

according to your demands upon

it.

The spiritual substance out of which the visible hern
of wealth comes is never depleted. It is with you all the
It will respond to your faith in
time.
will yield
never affected

is

it

in

is

It

by your ignorant talk about hard times, but you are
affected, because your ideas govern your demonstration.
always willing to give.
The unfailing Resource
has no choice
the matter;
must give, for that
its

Pour your living words of faith into this sub
stance, and you will be prospered, though every bank
the world should shut its doors. Turn the energy of
your mind upon "plenty" ideas, and you will have
nature.
in

plenty, no matter what men about you are saying.
:

Another thing
as

a
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times are hard with

matter of fact.

You are not to take your prosperity
You are to be as deeply grateful

for every demonstration as you would be for some un
You are to
expected treasure poured into your lap.
expect prosperity because you are keeping the

law, but

you are to give thanks for every blessing that you gain.
This keeps your heart fresh. Thanksgiving for good
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may be likened to the rain that falls upon the ready
soil, refreshing vegetation and increasing its productive

When Jesus Christ had only a little supply from
which to feed a multitude, he gave thanks for what he
had, and that Utile grew into such an abundance thai
all were satisfied and much was left over.
ness.

is

it.

it

it.

Blessing has not lost its power since the time that
Try and prove its efficacy. The
Jesus Christ used
same power of multiplication
within
Praise and
thanksgiving have within them the quickening, spiritual

If

in

is

power that produces growth and increase.
Never condemn anything that
your home.

talk about what you have as being old or

out, don't

shoddy.

Watch your ideas;

see

yourself clothed as

child of the King, and your house furnished as
your ideals make pleasing.
will all come. Use the

It

befits the

employs

his planting and cultivating,

and your crop

be as sure as his.

The

truths that are here spoken

energized with the living Spirit.

are vitalized

Your minds and

and

hearts

are now open and receptive to the ideas that shall

in

will

in

patience, the wisdom, and the assiduity that the farmer

the unfailing,

magnet, drawing to

inexhaustible reservoir

it

home has become

a

spire you with the understanding of the potency of your
own thought and word.
You are prospered. Your

all good from

of supply.

Your

it

increase comes through your righteousness.
"The bless
maketh rich; And he addeth no
ing of Jehovah,
sorrow therewith."
is

more blessed to give than to receive.
Every
day we have chances to help others. Do we count those

It

"No

nation can be destroyed while

good home life."

possesses

a

chances among our blessings? — The Choir.

it
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you want new articles of furniture or clothing to take
the place of those which may be at the point of giving
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MOTHERHOOD

DEPARTMENT

In presenting the Motherhood Department to the
students of Unity Magazine, we are actuated solely by
the purpose of bringing the regenerating influence of
Practical Christianity into that relation of life where it
has the greatest power for saving the body and soul
alive unto God.

Hie

of the Jesus Christ principles
never breaks up a home, but harmonizes all discordant
Every
conditions that may have existed previously.
true application

soul that is truly alive to the value of this teaching begins

environment to use the principles.
The
wisdom of Jesus Christ will show each one just how to
meet the present problems of life (be it domestic or
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in his present

otherwise) without rupture of established relationships,
and without even a ripple in the current of the daily
life of husband and wife.

"And

two shall become one flesh."
Every
enduring union between man and woman is first made
in the individual's recognition of the original creation of
man as male and female. When two people already
married (or those who contemplate marriage) recog
the

nize this and begin to give expression to the masculine
and feminine in the soul, regeneration is under way. It
is

upon this spiritual basis of the real character of mar

riage that the enduring, harmonious union between man
and woman is established, consummating in Spirit and
emphasized by Jesus as,
the two shall become one flesh."
in body the marriage

"And

I was delighted to see the Motherhood Department
started, with the idea of placing the Mary standards and
ideals of motherhood before the mothers of the world, for
your books go everywhere.
The almost Divine Love and
Humility of Mary, the mother of Jesus, would bring the
Christ Child, in all its purity and beauty, to the conscious
ness of every woman's heart, and the child would not be
born in pain and travail, but in a glory of Love that would
May God bless this department, and send
destroy all pain.
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forth its saving message to every expectant mother.
The
viewpoint, difficult to bring home to the present day mother,
is that unselfish Love means a perfect control of all desires
and a will to serve the Will of God in bringing forth the
This standard needs to be established before con
perfect.
It must continue until the child is born, and even
ception.
after that time, that the child's life may be regular in all
The inner moral control of the mother must be so
ways.
exquisite that the child will recognize that love is the guid
I wonder if I can give ade
ing light of the mother-life.
quate expression to the glorious possibilities and delights of
this department.
The mother can do much to control the
desires which often lead to passion and sin, if only her
love and courage and her inner moral force are awakened,
thus blessing thousands of young lives.
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Coffeyville, Kans. — Sometime ago I asked help for my
daughter-in-law, who was suffering from uremic poisoning.
You may discontinue prayers, as everything has worked out
well for her, and she certainly has been blessed.
She be
Her
came a mother last evening, suffering scarcely a pain.
convulsions,
had made preparations
for
doctor
lacer
ations, and possibly a dead baby, but to his astonishment
the affair went just the opposite to what he predicted.
Mother and baby are doing fine. God bless you for your
Inclosed please find love offering. — Mrs.
prayers for her.

M. D.

Miltorrville, Kans. — To the dear ones whose help I
have received, I want to say the Father has answered your

I had not slept for nearly three weeks
prayers and mine.
soreness
in my right side, which the doctor said
for pain and
was caused by obstruction of the gall bladder.
The trouble
left, and has not returned.
beautiful baby girl has come
My husband, baby and I were all stricken with the
to us.
flu when she was two days old, and every one thought baby
and I could not live, but I kept silently affirming that God
was our health and would care for us, and we recovered
much more quickly than most persons did. —Mrs. J. D.

A

Home, in one form or another,

is the

great object of

life.— J. C. Holland.
The

strength of a nation, especially of a republican

nation, is in the intelligent and well-ordered

the people. — Mrs. Sigourney.

homes of
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OUR PAGE OF BLESSINGS
"Before thou ealesl, pause and raise
Thy thought to heaven in grateful praise."

ABUNDANT SUPPLY
Jesus therefore took the loaves; and having given
thanks, he distributed to them that were set down;
likewise also the fishes as much as they would. And
when they were filled, he saith unto his disciples, Gather
up the broken pieces which remain over, that nothing

So they gathered them up, and filled twelve

be lost.

baskets with broken pieces from the five barley loaves,
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which remained over unto them that had eaten.

When

therefore the people saw the sign which he did, they
said, This is of a truth the prophet that cometh into the

world.—John 6:11-14.

We

thank thee, Father, for the Substance and

Life

which we receive of thy bounty.

We

Provider, for this,
the symbol of thy unfailing Life and Substance, and
thank thee, thou abundant

for the evidence of thy gracious bounty and the Love
that "never faileth."

Father,

I

Amen. — M. P.

I

know is
blest in the giving.
Convert it to the best uses of my
soul, mind and body, which are thine.
Amen. —
thank thee for this food which

D. S. A.

HOUSE BLESSING
Peace be unto this house! God is its peacefulness!
It is pervaded with Infinite Harmony. The one Life
circulates uninterruptedly through every part and de
Every thing is in its proper
partment of this house.
place, and Divine Order is manifesting throughout.

The

forces of the Infinite fill it from cellar to attic, and

walls vibrate with perfection.
well with your home. Harmony is omnipotent.

even the inanimate
is

All

!.»

ihatlam

WW

\ •<..*«*>

^♦t»^t<T

•"

INSPIRED BY THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
Unity
Unity School,

Silent
the

represents

the

Healing

Department

of

and it ministers unto those needing help,
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without seeing them personally.
Jesus Christ spoke the
Word and healed the centurion's servant and others.
We are glad to help all who have faith in the Power
of God, no matter what the need may be, whether physi
cal, financial, mental or spiritual.
If everything else has
failed we will take your case. "With God all things are
possible."
Silent Unity will pray for you and instruct you how
to pray to the Father in secret, and the Father who sees
in secret will reward you openly.
The expenses of the Silent Unity work are met en
tirely by the free will offerings of those to whom we
"Give, and it shall be given unto you, good
minister.
measure, pressed down, shaken together, running over."

All

letters

UNITY

are strictly confidential.

SCHOOL

OF

CHRISTIANITY,

Silent Unity Department,
Tenth and Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
e»*«e>eft*»i'«e>>*»J»»«.c«»0>>>**>^»>^*.>>-^r;«»»J^i^

CLASS THOUGHT
Held daily
July

at

9 p. m.

20 to August 20,

1920

Christ, the "image and likeness" of God, is
am
made manifest in me, and
every whit whole.

I

PROSPERITY THOUGHT
Held daily
July 20

at 12 m.

to August 20,

1920

Giving thanks for Spiritual Abundance
my coffers

to overflowing.

fills
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THOUGHTS

CLASS AND PROSPERITY

Christ, the "Image and Likeness" of Cod, is made
manifest in me, and 1 am every whit whole. In essence
and in structure,

man is a replica of his Maker.

The

Image and Likeness of God is God embodied in man.
The Image and Likeness is an active principle, oper
Its
ating in the dual fields of invisibility and visibility.
action in the invisible stirs Substance into form, giving

what we call manifestation.
The base of its visible
operations is the mind; it becomes thought, shaped after
the forms of its innate perfectness.

At

whatever stage
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of development mar. consciously links his mental oper
ations to the perfectness that eternally exists and oper
ates in God-Mind, the perfectness of God-Mind enters

This is putting on
upon a redeeming process in him.
Christ, and Christ put on in the mind is borne by thought
to the outer realms where manifestation is complete.
The Spirit

When the thought
and the body are made whole, man is every whit whole,
in man is

always whole.

and Christ is manifest.

Giving thanks for Spiritual abundance fills my cof
It is not what we strive for that is
fers to overflowing.
bound to us by unbreakable

chains.

The union that

neither time nor appearance can dissolve is the union

of

It is not what we cling to that enriches
appreciation.
us; it is that in which we rejoice. The miser does not
That
give thanks; his heart is closed around his gold.
man is rich whose soul joyously outwings in an expan
sive love and gratitude for the supply now manifest,
whose heart rejoices in the sure faith that God is the
very presence of that Substance which is the founda

We open our lives toward God that
tion of all forms.
he may fill us with his unsearchable riches, and we open
our lives toward man that we may be channels of the
The thankfulness that is a freespiritual abundance.
flowing current of confidence between us and the Father
conducts his Substance into our mental coffers, and
from them it is directed into our personal affairs.
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THEIR

INTERPRETA

TIONS

THE INNER VISION
From Adam to Jesus, the great and wise lawgivers,
prophets and seers of the Bible, received messages from

God in

This was

visions and in dreams.

the accepted

of communication from the spiritual to the ma

means

terial.

The Lord

says

12:10,

in Hosea

spoken unto the prophets, and

I

"I

have

also

have multiplied visions

;

and by the ministry of the prophets have I used simili
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tudes."

Jehovah appeared to Solomon, the wisest man, in
a dream, and said, "Ask what I shall give thee."
Daniel, the greatest of the prophets, had "under
standing in all visions and dreams."
Joseph interpreted Pharaoh's dreams, and by so
doing saved Egypt and adjoining countries from star
vation.

In Proverbs we read, "Where

there is no vision the

people perish."

Jehovah, in Joel 2:28 says, "I will pour out my
Spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters
shall

prophesy.

Your old

your young men shall

see

This prophecy of Joel

men

shall dream dreams,

visions."

being literally fulfilled in
this day.
Never before in the history of the race have
so many people caught sight of the inner kingdom and
in the similitudes of the Lord been shown the way of
is

wisdom and protection.
After the resurrection, Jesus appeared to Paul in
a vision and changed the course of Paul's whole life.
He appeared to Peter on the house top and made it

plain to him in a dream that he must overcome his
Jewish narrowness. He appeared to John and inspired
the book of Revelation.
But not every dreamer can interpret the meaning of
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his

Pharaoh dreamed, but he had to call
for the interpretation.
Joseph had un

dreams.

upon Joseph
covered the secret of interpretation, which is given in
"The wisdom is not mine, but God
Genesis 41:16.

will put an answer in my mouth for the welfare of
Pharaoh."
(Leeser Bible translation.)
Unity has developed a few spiritually quickened
souls who are able to interpret visions, dreams and
other messages from the inner kingdom,

hence

the in

stallation of this department.
of every

dream

and

vision submitted to us requires the close study and clear
discernment of developed workers, we make no charge
for the service, but, like all Unity's ministry, it shall be
on a love offering basis.

each one determine

We

shall let the Spirit within

The Lord pro

the compensation.

giving any incident or thought that had to do with

it.

vides for us when we do his loving service and make the
matter known to his people, hence this explanation.
Write out your dream or vision in condensed form,

Address,

Unity School of

CHRisTiANrrY,
Tenth and Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Inner Vision Department.
a

Your interpretation of my dream came at
time when
felt condemning thoughts strong upon me.
was de
The effect of the interpreta
nouncing myself and others.
tion was truly wonderful.
was love when
most felt the
This was one of the greatest letters you have
need of
conveyed the strongest power of good and
ever written;
Be assured
contentment that has ever entered my thoughts.
feet
my
that this
true.
respecting my prob
put me on
lem, and
shall keep the letter always.
must have been
Nothing short of
inspired, since
inspired me so.
great
influence drags
man from atheism, and God's influence
Indeed,
shall join you
was surely at work for me.
can thank you for, but thanks fall
The leaflets
prayer.
Love,
will continue to build
short concerning the letter.
world
needs
the
The
Truth
which
your
with
you
help.
teach.— C. B.

in

I

I

I

in

a

a

it

I

It

is

It

it

it.

I

It

I

I
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Although the interpretation
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dreamed that I stood near one of the most magnificent
The trees were stately and
my eyes ever beheld.
tall, completely covered with foliage, the beauty of which
I cannot describe. God's love filled the whole forest, and
I consciously sensed the heavenly peace flowing out, filling
my whole being with an ecstatic bliss.

I

forests

The

a rich and beautiful place in
The wonderful love atmos
the subconscious
mind.
phere is the result of your own loving, constructive, and
You have been seeking "the
persistent mind training.
kingdom of God" with your whole heart, and all things
forest represents

are added unto you. Spiritual things are spiritually dis
cerned, and those who have had some similar experience

dreamed that I had started on a journey at sunrise,
walking alone. There was a scope of woods by the side of
the road that almost hid the sun, and a diamond-shaped
I felt a little afraid,
brightness that I saw near the sun.
thought
the
wooded
so
I
would run and soon
place,
passing
come into the open, where I could get a clear view of the
wonderful brightness that shone like gold, really brighter
I stopped and gazed in wonder ; it closed and
than the sun.
Then I took my eyes off it for a
opened a few times.
moment; when I looked again, it was gone.
I saw a bird
direction;
it came straight to me, and
soaring from that
limb close by.
was
beautiful bird, with blue
on
put up my hand and talked
wings and blue-gray breast.
to light on my finger, which
loving tones, and told
to
did. Its head was always turned from me, facing the
east, whence
saw what seemed to be two bright
came.
was
jewels on each side, near the back of the wings.
wonderful,
beautiful,
joy
at
such
but
great
with
filled
wanted to investigate
strange looking bird; but when
like
which
looked
things
eyes and looked like
those strange
circled round close over my head and flew
jewels, too,
little girl with beautiful gold
southeast. Then appeared
en hair.
She seemed to be about twelve or thirteen years
old; she was dressed
black and gray, and
seemed that
loved her so much that
was of her age and size.
put
her,
and we went on our journey together.
my arm around
longed to hear her speak, but was
She did not talk.
talked to her she might leave me.
While
afraid that
a

I

I

if

I

I

it

in

a

it

I

a

I

I

it

it

it

it
in

I

a

It

lit

I

I
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understand the joy of the overcomer.
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we were returning from our journey, I decided I would ask
her a few questions.
We heard some music on the way,
and I asked her if she could play; I also asked other ques
tions.
I noticed that when she was forced to reply, she
seemed to weaken, drooping almost to the ground.
All
her,
the time I kept my arm around
and it grieved me when
I realized that I was the cause of her almost leaving me;
finally she said to me, "I speak in the mother tongue," and
we did not talk any more.
Soon we came to the place
where she had first appeared ; there she vanished.
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In your dream,

dawn of a new day indicates
that you are entering a new state of consciousness.
The
sun represents the true spiritual light.
The diamondshaped brightness is that which you have gained through
listening to the voice of Spirit.
The diamond is the
hardest substance known; it represents life eternal in
the body.
The scope of woods means a rich place in
consciousness, the result of past constructive thinking.
Out of the diamond-shaped brightness emerged the
beautiful blue bird, the token of happiness and freedom.
the

Its head turned toward the east (east means the within) ,
shows that your good must come from within your own
soul.
greater

The blue bird was

the

state of consciousness;

symbolizing

forerunner

of a still

the jewels on its wings

a further expression

of precious gems of

freedom.

This

was typified by the little girl with
golden hair, the next higher step in unfoldment.
The
age of twelve or thirteen, means that you have come to
expression

that place in spiritual ongoing where you are no longer
a child; you are coming into maturity. You remember
that Jesus taught the learned men in Jerusalem at the

However, clothed in gray and black
age of twelve.
as the girl was, means that this Divine Feminine, the

real woman in you, was still surrounded by thoughts of
darkness. You tried to question her, which caused her
to weaken.

It

is

Spirit that trusts.
feats

its

own

the intellect that questions.
It is the
The questioning intellect always de

end.

Loving,

spiritual

trust

always
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is to

go into the silence

and hold for a greater consciousness of trust and love.
You need to see with the spiritual eye, which beholds
You need to feel the joy and
everything as perfect.
life and goodness of Spirit.
Then even the intellect

will be

The little girl will be dressed in
black and gray no longer, but will come forth arrayed
redeemed.

in all the beautiful tints and colors of the King's daugh
ter.
You will be able to understand and talk in the
mother tongue, that beautiful language of the redeemed
soul.

FROM LETTERS

Silent Unity ministers to many people, giving much

valuable instruction through correspondence.

The fol-

lonnng extracts are ta^en from some of the letters writ
There is a point in every para
ten by this department.
graph which will be helpful to some one.

Acid conditions of mind and body, with their ac
companying digestive disturbances, are due very largely
to excessive intellectual activity, which exhausts vitality

and deranges the bodily functions. To remedy this,
cease working mentally, letting mind and body rest
Cultivate the love nature, so that all the vital
awhile.
processes will be quickened. This is often all that needs
to be done in order to realize perfect health in cases
such as yours.

in

Meditate much on Love every day. Let your af
firmations be Love affirmations. You have been trying
to realize Truth intellectually; now realize it emotion
the feeling side of your nature.
ally, that
Quit
Love
thinking about Truth, and go to loving Truth.
God with all your heart, mind, soul, and strength.
Love everybody and everything earnestly, vitally, so
This will rouse
that you will feel loving all the time.
is,
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EXTRACTS
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the digestive functions and

fully eliminate the trouble

you mentioned.

Be sure to practice Love constantly.
Just know
that in reality each soul is a radiant love being, then
love each one as such.
You are radiant Love-Soul.
Prove it by being Love to everybody, and everybody
will prove it by being Love to you.

It

is no use for you to seek for health in books, from

teachers,

It must come from the in
of Love-Life within your own

or from exercises.

exhaustible

fountain

Let the living stream come forth and
water mind and body, and your ills will disappear as
if by magic. You can do this by meditation and by
actual practice of Love and Life.
It will not do to
merely think about them. You must really live, and to
live means to love, and to love means to be loving
toward everybody and everything.
Learn the glory of forgiving love, and rejoice in
Then you will soon bid
experiencing it every day.
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Divine Self.

good-by to acid mind and body, magnesia tablets and
Love rouses the life functions, thrills
sleepless nights.
the mind,

and fills the body with substance, energy,

and vitality.
Love also dissolves all fear of so-called "chemical
ization," that specter of pseudo-metaphysics.
Take
hold of God (Love) ; live, move, and have your being
in Love, and you can laugh at all that has disturbed
Exercises won't hurt you, because you
will not be afraid of them. Hospitals and doctors will

you in the past.

not affect you, for you

It

will have no

use for either.

for you to come to Kansas City
for help, unless you particularly desire to do so. God
is your physician, and he is in you and about you al
is not necessary

ways, hence you need not move from where you are in
order to be healed.

Let go of personality by forgetting all but God and
other people; think, speak and act the Truth of Being,
always; meditate on Life and Love until consciousness
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filled with their activity; then express in the outer
what you have found in the great Within ; this is all you
need to do to manifest your God-likeness.
That you may come quickly into this new conscious
ness which you are seeking, kindly unite with us earn
estly, effortlessly in the following prayer (as directed in
the booklet, "Instructions in Healing;" see especially
is

pages three, four, and five) :
"The forgiving Love of God in Christ Jesus relaxes
and relieves all the destructive thoughts and fears of
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personality, and I am filled and thrilled with Love-Life
in mind, body, and affairs."

Please give direct Bible references on the reincarnation
of Jesus.
I have read articles in Unity, teaching that he
lived as Abraham and as others.

Replying to your request to give direct Bible refer
ence regarding the different incarnations of Jesus Christ,
we will say that spiritual things must be discerned from

By a careful study of the Bible,
a spiritual viewpoint.
you will find that from the beginning it was God's plan

to bring forth the Christ through man, — the highest
channel he has through which to express himself. The
coming of the Messiah was foretold in the third chapter
of Genesis when Jehovah said that the seed of the
woman should bruise the serpent's head.

This

means

that the perfect man should be brought forth through
an immaculate conception.

To

trace throughout the centuries the workings of
the Divine Law in evolving the perfected man, Jesus
Christ, would be a very intricate piece of spiritual work.

But to those who are spending their days in spiritual
prayer and meditation, it has been made clear that
Jesus lived many lives, each time putting on more and
more of the Christ, until he manifested the Divine

Man. All
of David.

mystics know that Jesus was the incarnation
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In answer

to the question,

"Why

do some teachers keep

of their pupils in darkness?"

the minds

The fault

principally with the pupil, who should
be looking to the Spirit of Truth within himself for un
is

derstanding and guidance, instead of depending so
much upon some person or teacher in the outer for ad
vice. The teacher gives Truth as he understands Truth.

The

Holy Spirit that is in the teacher is also in the
therefore if the pupil is deceived or if he remains

same

pupil ;
in darkness, it is because he is depending upon person
ality, or upon the Spirit in the other person, instead of

knowing that his own indwelling Spirit of Truth is all-
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sufficient for him.

The only real and lasting good

ever

attained, begins to manifest when the individual turns
to the Lord of his own being and comes into conscious
touch with the inspiration and power of the Spirit within
him.
No matter how good or perfect an outer teacher
may be, one must not depend upon him personally for
light, for there is but one Teacher and Guide, — the Holy
Spirit.

Paul said that if we have known Christ after

we must cease to know him any more in that
outer, personal way.
(See II Cor. 5:16.)
Read about Paul's conversion, given in Gal. 1 :
11-19. He did not, as many do today, run at once to
some great truth teacher who had studied long.
He
He says, "Straightway I con
did very differently.
ferred not with flesh and blood: neither went I up to
the flesh,

Jerusalem to them that were apostles before me: but I
went away into Arabia; and again I returned unto

Damascus."

After

three years of inspiration

and train

ing direct from the Spirit, he went to Jerusalem
Peter.

If

to see

would do as Paul did (seek in
spiration and realization of Truth direct from the Holy
Spirit), we should have more Pauls today and fewer
more

persons

disappointed individuals seeking to blame personal
teachers for imparting to them error instead of Truth.
Paul said that the gospel which he gave forth was not re
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ceived from man, but by direct revelation of Jesus Christ.
To receive from Jesus Christ is the blessed privilege of

In taking advan
tage of this privilege we shall come to know God, and
every one of us in this present time.

shall come quickly into the manifestation of every good.
Wisdom and Love and Power and Truth will be uni
fied within us, and we shall know of a surety, for we

*****

shall have experienced that God is our "All-Sufficiency
in all things."

I

The

of God and the proof of it in the
Scriptures have such an abundance of testimony that
omnipresence

we hardly know where to begin to cite Scriptural au
Many of the Old Testament
thority on this point.
writers had the understanding of God as Spirit, and the

New Testament

is

with it that one can

so charged

hardly read a line without finding the proof that God is
Spirit. Jesus made the statement to the woman at the
well, "God is Spirit; and those worshipping him must
worship in Spirit and Truth." (Em. Dia.)
In the first chapter of John, it is stated that God

is

the Word, and that the Word is life and light, and that

teaching that God

in

the Spirit

is

If

all."

all, he must be omnipresent.
located

in

us
is

The

in

God, and God

is

over all, and through all, and

in

is,

through it all things are made. Paul says, "in him we
live, and move, and have our being," that
GodSpirit. He also said, "One God and Father of all, who
is

some place called

heaven and that he sends forth his Spirit into his cre
in

of Jesus.

chord with the teaching
him; that "he
He said that God dwelt

not logical, nor does

it

ation,

is

in

if

is

1,

that hath seen me hath seen the Father."
written, "But
the Spirit of
In Romans 8:1
you,
him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwelleth
it
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was reading a book a few days ago in which the
writer attacked all those who believe in God as omnipres
ent.
The writer says that there is no Scripture that justi
fies this belief.
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he that raised up Christ Jesus from the dead shall give
life also to your mortal bodies through his Spirit that

dwelleth in you."
Jesus emphasized the character of God as omnipres
ent when he said, "I am the light of the world; . . .
Ye are the light of the world." This compares God as

Spirit to light, and is a strong illustration of Omnipres
ence.

We

have proofs on every hand also of the presence
of a wonderful, intelligent, working Principle, immanent

It is the life of the universe, and it
in all living things.
is found that what to our eyes seems void, is actually
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filled with omnipresent energy.
God is omnipresent life.

So we can truly say

The Scriptures teach that God
certainly

Love. Love is
Failure to realize the

a spiritual

is

principle.
We
presence of God is not proof that he is not present.
are told that "the light shineth in the darkness; and the

darkness apprehended it not." Jesus said that the king
dom of God is within you; he also said "ye must be
born anew."

We

cannot enter in or become aware of

God's kingdom until we are born anew.

Through the
new birth we come out of darkness into light, and prove
for ourselves
the universe

that God is the spiritual principle
and within man.

within

We

might pile Scriptural quotations mountain high
and thereby prove to any reasonable mind that God is
but it would not convince one who lived in
the thought of a personal God.
The spirit of man must
be quickened before he can realize God as Spirit.
"Be still, and know that I am God." / Am a
omnipresent,

everywhere present, consequently God is everywhere
present.
Jehovah told Moses that his name was 1 Am,
and that he would be with him in

/

Am down in

the

darkness of Egypt.
Understanding

hath it. — Proverbs

is a wellspring of life unto him that

16:22.
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SILENT UNITY HEALING
"What Hath God Wrought!"

HEALTH
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Brooklyn- N. Y. — I want to report to you that the

wound in my husband's leg has healed entirely, and I am
indeed thankful to you for your prayers. — Mrs. J. C. R.
Detroit, Mich. — I want to thank you for your prayers
for Mr. P.'s health and business.
He is free from the
stomach or bowel disorder with which he had been troubled
Things came out prosperously in his business.
for years.
We are both very grateful. —Mrs. W. B. P.
Houston, Texas — Sister telegraphed you to treat her
The child is healed, and we are very happy. He
baby.
was threatened with pneumonia and had a high temper
ature; within a few hours he was quietly sleeping, and in
less than twelve hours was healed.
We are so thankful
for what we have learned through Unity, and our prayer is
that we may grow in the Truth. — Mrs. M. M.
Jacksonville, Fla. — I wrote to you for prayers for my
brother, R. H., of Chicago, who lost the sight of one eye.
I thank God and Unity that his sight has been restored. —

Mrs. R.

L.L.

Indianapolis, Ind. — Discontinue prayers for Mrs. D.
and Miss D. T., as they are both entirely healed.
Mrs.

D.

has been without pain for three weeks. She had leak
Miss T. has
age of the heart, asthma, dropsy, indigestion.
Her illness was rheuma
been going about for two weeks.
This report of healing
tism and neuralgia of the stomach.
I was instructed to send you, when I visited them last night.

— O. M. T.

Wilmington,

Del. — A few weeks ago I wrote

for
I thank you for
prayers that my eyes might be healed.
You may discontinue, for the work has been
your help.
done; my eyes are healed.
I cannot show you how thank
ful I am to God for the help I have received. — Mrs. B. S.
Clenfawn, Texas — I asked prayers for my sister-inlaw's little boy, for the removal of warts from the hands.
I wish to say that your prayers have surely been answered.
I am glad to report that the warts have all disappeared,
thanks to our heavenly Father who doeth all good things for
us.— R. L. S.
Creat Kills, N. Y. — cannot tell you how greatly
My brother, who is a
you helped us during the winter.

I
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doctor,

had influenza, and this was followed by a serious
My sister wrote
nervous breakdown.
He became insane.
to you, and she thinks he recovered on the very morning you
received her letter.
On that morning my brother woke up
in a normal state of mind, and he has been entirely normal
since.
It seems almost a miracle. — L. B. C.
Fort Worth, Texas — About three weeks ago my hus
band telegraphed you to treat me for healing of lumbago.
I rejoice to say that within two days all symptoms had
left me. Many thanks for your help. — E. F.
Lincoln, Neb.
Several weeks ago I wired you in re
gard to prayers for Mrs. C.'s little daughter who was
with so-called pneumonia, and
one hour from the time
wired improvement began.
In two weeks she was com
Mrs. C. has asked me to thank
pletely restored to health.
—
you many, many times.
Mrs. M. O. P.
Sa&telle, Cal. — thank you for the splendid treatment
The cold on his lungs disappeared
you gave my husband.
like magic;
short time he was healed. — Mrs. C. W . C.
Longmont, Colo. — About
month ago
wrote to you
S.,
for prayers for my granddaughter,
who was sick with
want to tell you she has entirely recov
pneumonia, and
ered.
We thank you with all our hearts for your help.
You may discontinue prayers for her. — Mrs. E. B.
Spokane, Wash. — am writing to express my heartfelt
My
thanks for your kindness
healing me of pneumonia.
mother wrote to you and my sister sent you
telegram.
wish to tell you that
surely felt the power of Almighty
God coming over my body when you received these mes
felt strong and rested; the fever left me at once,
sages.
and
was out of bed one week later. — P. H. C.
Nero York, N- Y. — Blessed ministry
com
report
plete healing and disappearance from view of the so-called
the mouth.
There are three doctors con
epulis growth
founded by the power of the indwelling Ghrist.
recognize
fearful operation has
fully your stimulating cooperation.
been avoided.
This
truly an extraordinary demonstra
tion, quick, clean-cut, without any external help.
W. D.
Spokane, Wash. — In reply to your letter and prayers,
will tell you that the lump which was on my little girl's
neck has gone and that she
as well as ever. — Mrs. N. P.
—
Denton, Texas
Thanks and praises to the Father and
My head
to you, my friends.
healed and
am feeling
better than
have for years. Faith and prayers healed me
of the worst spell of influenza
have ever known.
had
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My
two abscesses in my head and one in the right ear.
condition was indeed alarming, as my stomach was involved
and I could not eat. —Mrs. IV. B. D.
Portland, Ore. — My husband had suffered for three
months with pain almost unbearable.
He could not sit
down, and spent most of his time walking the floor.
He
had not worked for three months.
I wired you for help for
him, whose case all kinds of doctors, including practitioners
Twenty-four
in Portland, had worked on with no relief.
hours after I sent the wire he was quietly sleeping; he went
back to work this morning with no pain at all, and in better
general health than he has enjoyed for years. — Mrs. C.
Kansas Ciiji, Mo. — I asked for prayers to heal me of
I thank God that through your prayers
whooping cough.
—
I am healed. E. J.
Kansas City, Mo. — I have been healed of rheumatism
through your help.
I thank the Lord. — C. /.
Oatman, Ariz. — The 19th of last June, I was prepar
ing a mill run of gold for shipment, when the mold, in which
the ingot was being poured, slipped off the furnace into a pit
of cold water beneath.
Refiners burning the dross and
lesser metals from the gold work at terrific temperatures, in
this instance about 2,200 Fahrenheit.
Upon this hot mass
water,
striking the
there was an explosive flash, and a roar
heard over the camp.
cloud of dust rose into the air
several hundred feet.
This explosion took place within
less than a yard from my feet.
The flame, gasses, scalding
water, and hot metals burned me from the crown of my
head to my knees.
The flying fragments of the heavy
mold fractured my skull, and my eyes were filled with the
hot slag.
I was sent to Los Angeles for treatment, and that
meant a twenty-seven mile ride in an auto across the desert,
then a twenty-hour rail journey over the hottest desert in
the hottest month before I could get material relief.
Al
though struck hard enough by iron fragments to fracture my
skull, I remained on my feet, less concerned about it than
the bystanders.
I knew I was all right. My wife, my
friends, appealed to Unity, and to the help received there
we attribute the remarkable peace of mind, freedom from
fear and worry, and absence of pain that I experienced all
through.
One little incident in particular pleased my wife
and me.
One of the head ward nurses said, "You folks
are Scientists, are you not?"
"What makes you think so?"
I asked. "I can tell by the way you meet this," was the
The following may seem insincere to those who
reply.

A
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PROSPERITY

I

a

in

I

am writing to thank you for prosper
Chicago,
ity prayers
my behalf.
The results have been satisfac
have had more work and
better income. —
tory, for

Mrs. E. L.

Norristowrt, Pa. —

it

I

to you for your
very comforting letter; also for the Prosperity Bank which
received.
The good Father has, blessed
to me, for the
same day
came to hand
received an increase of salary.
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow." My sister
for whom
asked your prayers, has received
very good
situation and she
happy. — Miss W. B.
Durham, N. C. — Several weeks ago, wrote to you for
prayers and for
Prosperity Bank that
might be able to
meet some obligations coming due. The ten weeks of prayer
which you are giving me are not quite up, but my heart
so filled with gratitude to you and praise to our Father, that
out of the fullness of my heart
must write you now.
have been able to meet the obligations and
have
little
left;
and yet that
not my greatest gain
surplus money
from this treatment.
What
consider greater than that,
am very grateful
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have never had similar experiences, but to me it is the very
Never before have I felt strength and power
reality of life.
more than during the time when I was standing on the
Great Divide. I know that there will be many that by the
light of their understanding will read between the lines and
know that one more has found peace, true happiness and a
glimpse of the Light that shines for us all when we open
inexpressible.
My gratitude to Truth
our eyes to see
am this day resuming my studies with the desire to per
an
fect myself
may give witness
expression that
Faith,
and
hope,
intelligible manner to my fellow man.
love, unto all. — W. O. T.
wrote to
Hampton, Va. — About two months ago,
you for prayers for cure of a bronchial cough which had
Within
very few days
annoyed my husband for weeks.
excellent health
the cough disappeared, and he has been
ever since.
At the same time asked that you treat me for
belief
For over two weeks
appendicitis and gallstones.
now have been entirely free from all symptoms, and
have
been able to do the hardest kind of work perfectly free from
asked
have never failed to receive help when
pain.
your prayers. — Mrs. R. K. D.
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fact that my whole being seems to be opening up to
receive the light which your wonderful literature is guiding
me into.
I am more contented and more prosperous than
I have ever been before. — Mrs. A. S. H:
Santa Paula, Cal. — I wrote you for prayers to help
We
us secure a house, as residence buildings were scarce.
a
fine position
have found a beautiful house to live in and
as well, on a ranch, — all just what we wanted.
We are
very happy, and we thank our heavenly Father for his
the
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goodness

— F. M.
Mass. — A

to us.

Danvers,
few weeks ago I wrote to you
asking your help in selling our house and in buying another
near Boston.
The demonstration has materialized, and I
give thanks for your assistance. — H. C. J.
Tucson, Ariz. — Our prayers have been answered. My
husband was shown a new opening here in Tucson, in an
entirely new field of work.
I know it was our loving Father
who led him.
Not only have your prayers helped us in
securing a business which we know will be prosperous, but
better still, my husband is also becoming interested in Truth.
I know that I have been guided in many ways. — Mrs. A. S.

Minneapolis, Minn. — The house problem which seemed
like a huge mountain before us, slowly dissolved, and in

stead of selling the place the owner rented it to us, increas
ing the rent $ 1 0 a month. My husband was feeling that he
had to make a business change in order to have more money,
and he received a letter from the man for whom he works
telling him that he was giving him a raise of almost half
again as much as he was making.
I wept tears of joy, say
He
ing to my husband and his brother, "It is God's hand.
has brought it all to pass through Unity."
I promised
right then to be more trustful and faithful and more true to

God

because

he loves us so.

Providence,

R. I. — I

— Mrs.

W. E. R.

want to thank you for the splen
did inspiration and prayer you sent me in your last letter.
It was, "All the walls of limited finance are now broken
down and God's marvelous abundance now flows to you
from everywhere."
Spiritual consciousness is opening up in
My
me, and I now see God everywhere and in everything.
living is more prosperous than ever before; my husband has
I am now living
had three increases in wages this year.
in the eternal present, and I know that God is blessing me
and my family. — Mrs. F. D.
New York, N. Y. — I wrote to you a few weeks ago
that I was losing my position and asked your help; God's
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love has been demonstrated wonderfully.
While I was
at
still employed
the old place, I found a better position,
and on June 1 my salary is to be raised another $5.
thank God, and I thank you for your help. — E. M.

I

St. Paul, Minn. — I am writing this in grateful appreci
ation of your prayers, to let you know that my stick pin has
been found.
I sold a person some bric-a-brac, and the stick
I received it by mail this
pin got wrapped in by mistake.
My faith is made stronger by this answer to
morning.
—
M. R.
prayer.

N. Y. — Let

me thank you sincerely for
your very kind and earnest prayers for my friend, N. M.,
and myself.
It is with deepest gratitude to our heavenly
Father that I report that we have passed our examination
with very high per cents, and have been placed on the list
for promotion. — A. L.

Brooklyn,

— Mrs. F. R. L.

in

It

it.

Rochester, N. Y. — A word about the Prosperity Bank.
Never before did I sense God's bounty as I did while fill
seemed money just poured
to us.
Checks came
ing
from unexpected places and many other good things came
also.
We are very happy, realizing more and more that
we are God's children and that he takes care of us. — L.

E. Y.

Dayton, Ohio —
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a

is

is
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I

I

in

have certainly been
the channel of
We sold
prosperity ever since using the Prosperity Bank.
the property, at the terms which we asked.
Let me tell you
the attitude
visioned the one Mind which sees all
took.
that
going on, — which understands when an idea
needed to form
new combination;
held that God action
taking place produces the necessary idea, and the combina
tion
thus formed.
knew that some one wanted that
home or for some other good purpose, and that
house for
the one Mind was arranging events and circumstances for
such occupancy.
The people who wanted the place so
much two years ago, but who at that time could not pay
Early
our price, are the purchasers.
the year
secured
just along the lines that
My
position which
wanted.

a
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Cal. — Surely

God does hear and answer
I wrote you, asking for your assistance in selling
prayer.
a relinquishment before it expired May 1 1 .
Three days
land, I re
allowed
for
on
the
before time
me
proving up
My
ceived a telephone message saying that it was sold.
heart is filled with gratitude and love for all these blessings.
Pomona,
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salary has been increased twice without any asking on my
B. C.
part. — Miss
Oklahoma City, Okla. — It is with great thanksgiving
that I write that our prayers to regain my lost purse have
even
It was returned with everything in
been answered.
little
told the finder to take as
to the offering which
sincerely thank
token of my appreciation of her kindness.
helping us to enjoy
its recovery; also
you for your aid
better health.
am able to eat without suffering from some

I

in

in

I

I

a it,

J.

I

I

S.

of the foods
feared. — Mrs. P. B.
Oconto Falls, Wis. — thank you for your prayers.

My

is

is

improved.
husband's wages have been raised. My health
My heart
filled with love and gratitude to God and to

Unity.— Mrs. C. L.

HELPED BY UNITY LITERATURE

a

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

have
great blessing to those who have received them.
been studying Unity literature for about one and one-half
years, and am now taking the Correspondence Course.
state of utter despondency to one of
have changed from
wonderful happiness, and my personal affairs have changed
have not time to go into detail, but
know
accordingly.
from actual experience that all things do work for good to
those who love the Lord.
C. H.
year
Oakland, Cal. — have been taking Unity for
now, and
am delighted with
certainly has done us
and its
great deal of good, and we cannot live without
—
wonderful work.
Mrs. L. T. B.
it

a

It

I

it.

I

a

—

Clobe,

MISCELLANEOUS
Ariz. — You would not know

I

it

our home as the
was two months ago, when
same place that
wrote to you
for prayers.
God's Spirit has manifested order and peace
my life, where there seemed to be nothing but
whirl
The intense fear for my children has disappeared;
pool.
we are all happy, well, and harmonious. — Mrs. S. E. L.
Idaho Springs, Colo. — am daily growing
all good
thank the Father.
things, for which
can feel
new
me and through me, which
power working
cannot de
Habits of years are disappearing and new ones are
scribe.
am cultivating gifts which
never knew
forming;
pos
sessed.
The peace and love of God are manifesting, bring
a
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I

I
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Columbus, Ohio — This
have filled,
the third Bank
and
know that all the magazines sent out have been
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I did not know existed. A
new man has been created through the power of the Word.
ing a happiness lo me which

— R. H.

McK.

Sedalia, Mo. — Sometime ago

A.

J.

I

Lord. — Mrs.

a
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I
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wrote to you, asking
You may dis
your aid
finding my boy who was lost.
treatments;
continue
he has returned safe and well, for
which
thank God and you. — L. M. W .
Detroit, Mich. — Through Unity literature
have been
healed of stomach trouble.
Seven doctors treated me, and
at last gave me up; but
never gave up.
felt that there
the future.
was something better
store for me
know
—
"Ask, and
that God's words are true,
shall be given
find;
knock,
seek,
and ye shall
and
shall be opened
you;
unto you." — M. H.
Antlers, Okla. — Since studying Unity
have been
severe kidney trouble.
healed completely of
praise the

A.

—

I

5.
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If
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a

It

I

want to thank you for the spir
Wapakoneta, Ohio
has made me
itual aid you have given me.
different
girl.
feel that everything can be accomplished because of
the presence of the Infinite One. — Miss C. V.
Cardner, Mass. —
could condense all the testimoni
read and put them into beautiful language,
could
als
to
what
has
come
to
me.
not begin to express
am
you
by my living. — C. H. W.
going to tell
have
Wamego, Kansas — wish you to know that
cannot begin to
been practicing the teachings of Unity;
have received.
do so enjoy
tell you the blessings
each issue
seems that some partic
Weekly Unity, and
ular article just fills my particular need. — Mrs. E.
»*

S
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Springfield, Mo. — I fee! that I have come into a great
You
realization of joy, confidence, love and prosperity.
I have secured the position
may discontinue prayers for me.
I wanted, and perfect harmony is now manifested in my
My heart is overflowing with joy and gratitude for
affairs.
the wonderful demonstration. — M. S.
Vale, Oregon — God does fulfill his Word to those
who ask in faith.
About two weeks ago I asked you to
Our country was parching, and the stock
pray for rain.
was suffering.
I asked that it might be a warm rain, so that
the grass would grow.
Just one week ago tonight it com
menced to rain, out of an almost cloudless sky.
It rained
warm,
all night, a
The people are still talk
soaking rain.
but
am giving thanks to God,
ing about the wonder of
answer to prayer. —
for
know that the rain was sent
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PUBLISHERS DEPARTMENT
THE INTERNATIONAL NEW THOUGHT
ALLIANCE
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Consists of group and individual members through
out many lands. It is incorporated under the Federal
Laws in the District of Columbia, U. S. A. Its group
members are centers, associations, churches, and study

of such under the name of Unity,
New Thought, Divine Science, Homes of Truth, New
Civilization, Practical Christianity, etc. These and its
individual members are scattered throughout the United
States, Canada, Mexico, South America, West Indies,
Hawaii, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, Holland, France, Italy and other coun
classes, or federations

tries.

It

is not a sect, but admits to its ranks members of

all churches, or of none, seeking to advance the teach
It believes that
ing of Truth under whatever name.
"the Father in us doeth the works," and that living in
accordance with his law means health, plenty and hap
piness — in a word, heaven here and now.
The June issue of the New Thought Bulletin says :

We

are in a new age and it is generally recognized that

old conditions must either be remodeled to be in line with
present-day thought and present-day needs, or must in some
The
instances be cast aside and new methods formulated.
influence the New Thought and kindred movements have
exerted in revolutionizing the world's psychology cannot be
Everywhere one hears the world's leading
overestimated.
thinkers talking New Thought philosophy, although per
That this
haps unconscious of the origin of their ideas.
philosophy will be a most potent factor in re-shaping the
world conditions in this new time is becoming increasingly
It is for the New Thought Alliance and the
apparent.
New Thought movement generally definitely to direct the
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thought of the world in this formative period and to make
sure that the new civilization is closer to the Divine Ideal
than was the old.
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Among 'the International
news notes is the following:

New Thought Alliance

All District Presidents who have not yet held their
Conventions are urged to do so some time between now and
the Kansas City Congress in September, wherever it is at
all practicable.
And it is hoped that each Field Secretary
will have to his credit at least one Conference.
Just as a
—
at
these
let
the
centers
interested try
meetings
suggestion
for a Life Membership by obtaining 100 members for the
International Alliance.
You know we have a rule that any
one center turning in 1 00 active memberships will be given a
Life Membership Certificate.
If this is brought forward at
the meetings it will greatly assist in spreading the Truth by
placing a larger number of persons in touch with Head
quarters and it will help the Alliance by adding to its mem
bership. For membership, apply to National Headquarters.
The Seventh Annual Congress of
New Thought Alliance, will be held
Missouri,

the International
in

Kansas City,

September 19-26.

THE MINISTRY OF THE HOLY MOTHER
Emma

We know that

Curtis Hopkins

loyal love expressed in
this sphere of action is that of the mother. Spirit has a two
fold aspect, — the Father or Wisdom quality, and the
Mother or Love attribute.
Some of us can make the approaches to God more
easily through a recognition of the loving, hovering, feminine
For such, this booklet is a guid
essence of Divine Mind.
Idealistic souls who delight in poetic phraseology
ing star.
find it a little bit of writing after their own hearts.
Just
the most tender,

I 5 cents.

THREE

WEEKS' NOTICE NECESSARY
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

FOR

Please let us know of contemplated change of address
Some of our subscribers may not know that
immediately.
Therefore a three weeks'
magazines travel by freight.
delivery of publications.
will
insure
uninterrupted
notice
Allow this much time if you do not wish to miss any copies.
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MIDSUMMER SCHOOL
The second year of

the

Unity School of Intensive

Training opens Sunday, July 18, 1920.
The session
continues two weeks, closing Saturday, July 31.

The
jects

names of the teachers with their respective sub

follow:

Lessons m the Science of Being, covers the work to
be given by Charles Fillmore.

Bible Interpretation will be the theme of Jennie H.
Croft's course.
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Spiritual Housekeeping.
Instructions by Louise C.
Newman.
The Practical Application of Truth, presented in
six lessons, by

W. I.

Hoschouer.

Fundamental Principles of Absolute Truth,
theme of the six lessons to be given by

is the

W. K. Miller.

Correspondence Course, as interpreted by Mary C.

O'Neill.
Healing Principle and Practice, will be taught by
Ida M. Palmer.
The Silence; an exposition by E. V. Ingraham.
Come tarry with us a while and become physically,
mentally and spiritually refreshed.

FOR FOREIGN SUBSCRIBERS
We

quite often have requests from subscribers living in
South Africa, and other far distant countries
that the Silent Unity "Class Thought" and "Prosperity
Thought" be given in Unity Magazine for one month in
In response to such requests we give below the
advance.
thought that will appear in August Unity Magazine:

Australia,

CLASS

In

THOUGHT

Held daily at 9 p. m.
August 20 to September 20. 1920

I

am made whole and
the name of Jesus Christ,
give thanks m grayer and praise.

PROSPERITY
Held daily

/

August 20

I

THOUGHT
at

12 m.

to September

20,

1920

am restored to the riches of the Father's house, and
all things are added unto me.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES
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Many thousands of mothers are saying to themselves,

with brows furrowed and lips compressed, "How am I
going to live through the summer with the children out of
school and under my feet?" The solution lies in providing
occupation and amusement for the young mind and body.
Useful chores, diverting games and joyous play are good
and wholesome for physical development and pleasant pas
time.
But the mind and soul must also have their share of
attention.
You can furnish no greater stimulus to good thinking
and conduct for the child than to give him the companion
They make an indelible impression on
ship of good books.
the plastic mind, giving ideals of life which can never be
effaced.
There are people associated with the work at Unity who
have the interests and development of children much at heart
— so much so, in fact, that they have taken time from their
otherwise busy lives to write books purposely for children.
If you desire to have your children pass a part of their time
this summer profitably and pleasantly, get them some of our
charming stories to read. You will then have the assurance
that you have done your part for the present; and later,
when you see the little ones blossom into ideal manhood and
womanhood, you will have the glorious satisfaction of know
ing that you bent the twig in the right direction when they
were children.
For names and prices of children's books, look at the
Those titles marked with a star are Unity
list on page 85.
books for children.

You'll
western

be

interested

in the

following clipping from

a

paper:

"Another one of the Unity publications is a little vol
ume by H. Emilie Cady, entitled, 'Lessons in Truth,' which
is to be used in connection with the text book 'Christian
Healing.'
Perhaps one of the most helpful of these lessons
to the student will be lesson six, consisting of definitions of
terms used in modern metaphysics.

"As Miss Cady well

says, 'In the metaphysical liter
ature of today a good many terms are used which are very
confusing to those who have not taken a consecutive course
of lessons on the subject.'
"Among the terms defined are 'thought transference,'
'chemicalization,'
'personality,'
'individuality.'
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"A paragraph

in this lesson concerning the writer's bond
compelling personality of another person,
will read like a bit of unconscious autobiography to many
who come upon
and
still
the bonds, they will welcome
the instruction that will enable them to become free from
all such mental or spiritual domination.
"Miss Cady's style
simple, convincing and friendly.
Who can estimate the value of
friendly style, one that
goes along with you,
simple, gentle presentation of truth,
in

in

a

is

if

it,

age to the strong

You may

in

what Dr. Frank Crane has to
Then
read
the
following:.
say on "Faith."
be interested

"Faith
perfectly practical.
"When we read of
faith that removed mountains, an
a

is

a

a

in in

is

in

is

it

is,

is

is

in

orientalism meaning the performance of the seemingly im
possible, that healed the sick and raised the dead — we un
the history of the
derstand what? Simply that men early
race discovered that they, by using forces above themselves,
and incomprehensible by themselves, could accomplish the
The universe
full of forces that we under
impossible.
We cannot tell what they are nor
stand not one whit.
But we can use them.
And that's what faith —
why.
using what we do not understand.
"Nobody knows what electricity
yet we can turn
off;
nor
its
our standard of
gravitation,
pull
on and
yet
measure.
"Now the use of, reliance upon, and confidence
the gist of faith.
power we do not understand
the realm of
"The great spiritual leaders have done
the field of
spirit what the great inventors have done
natural laws."
Unity publishes
booklet entitled "Faith That Re
Mountains,"
moves
description of which we present for
your consideration on page 88.
a

in

sublime faith
the
The conditions of the hour require
Divine Power that makes for Prosperity as well as for
a

Righteousness.
As many of the Unity subscribers know, we publish a
set of four booklets, known as the "Prosperity Series."
Three different authors, of long and extended experience

in
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rather than one which by forcible means tries to drag your
errors up by the roots?
"No wonder Miss Cady has helped thousands of earn
est simple souls seeking to know the way."
See page 85 for description and prices.
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law of supply, have pre
the-one-way-only
sented to us the golden keys to Prosperity in these little
booklets.
"Pros
Please give the titles a moment's consideration:
perity and Success," by Sophia Van Marter; "Giving and
Receiving," by Charles Fillmore; "Wealth and Wisdom."
by Jennie H. Croft; "The Invisible Resource," by Charles
demonstrating

Fillmore.
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Thus will
Secure these aids to Prosperity realization.
—
One who
you learn that there is One who never fails,
knows better than you possibly can, how to provide for you
munificently in ways which the farthest reaches of your
Each booklet, 20 cents; all
imagination cannot conceive.
four booklets, 75 cents.
Just because the good old summer time is upon us is no
Are we all keep
reason why we should slump spiritually.
ing up to concert pitch in our meditations and periods of

—

silence?
Are we remembering our friends,
those who,
perhaps, have not had our opportunities to become familiar
with Truth teachings?
Are we sending them booklets and
Are
we
subscriptions?
using these aids which Unity liter
ature so wonderfully provides to stimulate our own spiritual
progress ?
There comes a time and a place in unfoldment when
books and teachers are no longer a necessity.
But have
where you can
you reached that plane of consciousness
function constantly to the highest of your ideals without
Even our most consecrated workers at Unity oc
helps?
casionally resort to the stimulus offered by a magazine
article, book or booklet.
Examine the list on page 85 and order as the Spirit
moves you to.
At this end of the line, we are always ready
to serve in His Name.

"I

thank you for the suggestion 'To All Members of
the Unity Family,' in Weekly Unity of May 8.
Since I
have been a member of this glorious family for nearly twenty
years, I am, as an anniversary remembrance, doubling the
price on my magazine, to help meet the increase in cost.
I
will also double my subscription to the Weekly, by send
ing another dollar to add to the one which I sent some days
The principles set forth in your literature are the high
ago.
est; and the innate spirit of justice prompts me to send
enough to help keep the work going without compulsion or
demand.
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feel, yes, know, that the whole Unity family will re
spond to this suggestion.
long pull, a strong pull, and a
pull all together, will bring our highest ideals to pass when
we all pull for the purpose of furthering this great work, —
that it may go on to bless and heal the multitude."
The
outpouring of a gracious heart.
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A

A

"I

Prosperity Bank testimonial :
have begun to real
ize the truthfulness of the statement, 'Divine Love will supply
all our need.' I am now enjoying the opulence of Spirit; and
this is only the beginning of success, because I know that
the storehouse of substance in Infinite Principle is ever full
to overflowing, and eternally inexhaustible.
I am grateful
to you for your scientific prayers, which contribute to my
growing prosperity and happiness; and I thank God for
the evolution of Truth, which indeed frees us from all sense
of limitation, and from various inharmonies in the world of
matter.

One of our generous readers sends for

list of booklets,
and totals the column with the words "Your Price," placed
Underneath she places an increased
before the sum due.
amount, preceded by the words "My Price."
"They are
Then she follows up with this statement:
worth more than the amount which I am sending if they are
anything like the rest of your literature that I have had."
In one delicate way and another, our beloved readers
are cooperating to assist us in putting out the literature at
nominal prices, notwithstanding the soaring costs of the hour.
a

"I

am certainly glad to note that Unity is now using
the International Sunday School lessons, as it is a great
I am called on almost every Sunday morning at our
help.
Union church to take charge of a class, the regular teacher
being absent; and I find that the ideas in the Unity lessons,
added to the fine teachings in the regular helps, make a com
bination that allows more latitude in the making of com
So
parisons that are of benefit to both class and teacher."
writes a newspaper man.

Read what Unity Magazine and "Lessons in Truth"
"In just a year I have changed
have done for this friend:
from a ne'er-do-well, libertine and drunkard to a respected
man, successful in health, prosperity, and love, far beyond
all expectations. But greatest of all is ray spiritual under
standing which God has given me through 'Lessons in Truth'
and

Unity."
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Wee Wisdom's Way, that matchless book for children,
may now be obtained in good strong paper binding

(or 75

cents.

THE SILENT SEVENTY

The Lord anointed seventy others. — Luke 10:1

The Silent Seventy
which distributes

department of Unity work
free literature.
You who have been
is the

benefited by the study of Truth and who desire to help
others to see the Light, are invited to join the Silent
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There are no set rules
Seventy and take up this work.
Write the Secretary for Bulletin
and no obligations.
No. 7. Each month we will publish testimonials from
members;

this month we give the

following:

Victoria, Australia — Again I have to thank
I was glad to be able to hand
you for parcel of tracts, etc.
a large number of them to a friend who visits a large hos
Orrvale,

She distributes them among the
pital in the next town.
patients, also among shop assistants, many of whom she
finds interested readers.
I have sent one of Emilie Cady's
booklets, "All Sufficiency in All Things," to be done in

Braille for the Blind Library, and I intend sending them
I have also sent the tracts to a clergy
other Unity tracts.

man who has been appointed to a large mission charge in
Melbourne. I never miss an opportunity of circulating the
It is truly the silent bearer of glad
literature you send me.
I should like to see it spread over
tidings and great joy.
the whole world.— Mrs. A. S. M., S-70 No. NN-34.

Prairie Du Sac, Wis. — I am indeed thankful for Unity
I was brought up in a Christian home and in the
literature.
church, but I learned through Unity teachings how to use
The study and preparation of
the Bible for practical needs.
the lessons, as given in Unity Correspondence School, are
priceless to me, and my understanding has been quickened
The Good Words Club has been
by the Spirit of Truth.
of unspeakable good in my life, and in being permitted to be
among its members I feel that it is easier to refrain from
criticism.
As a Silent Seventy member, I find much joy in
giving Unity literature to those who hunger for the Truth
as Jesus taught it; much of their literature has passed
through my hands, and it is my mission to be about the
Father's business. — Mrs. M. A. S., S-70 No. AD-12.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
At

the expiration of your subscription to Unity
Magazine please renew at once.
When a yellow
blank is found under this notice, it means that your
subscription expires this month.
If the blank is
placed in this issue, your renewal should reach us
before the first of August to avoid missing the next
number.
Use money order if possible, but bills or
two-cent stamps may be sent at our risk.

WEE WISDOM'S WAY
Myrtle Fillmore

Read the Following Synopsis
children's favorite aunt, has come to
make them a visit. She is a sweet, beautiful woman ; and as
she has for some years studied God's wonderful ways, she
naturally sows the seeds of wisdom, love, and healing in
her brother's family.
And fertile soil she finds
for
Papa has the old fashioned ideas about God and power,
lame, Baby Grace
always sick, Ned
Mamma
afraid
of the dark, and Trixey
the only one left to tell the story.
Little Grace, with her innocent mind, takes
Aunt Joy's
simple lessons, and often embarrasses and puzzles Papa
and the minister with her open, childish questions, and also
with her knowledge of the Truth.
As the Bible says, "Out
of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected
is

is

in

is

is

it,

the

praise."
When Grace has
dark, Aunt Joy comes

if

in

if

in

a

in

the
bad dream, and gets afraid
to comfort her.
After some pet
ting and some simple explanations, Aunt Joy asks Grace
the
she may put her down and sit beside her very quietly
Grace consents; and when she learns that her aunt's
dark.
presence takes away all fears, although Grace cannot see,
feel, or hear her, she gets the lesson of the dark — that God
there, even
He can't be seen, and that there are no
her imagination.
"bugaboos" except
lesson on the seed, and shows
Aunt Joy one day gives
that
seeds
sown
the ground are like thoughts
the children
She gives them some true words
the mind.
planted
which they can use to open their little minds to the Father
After keeping these thoughts faithfully at work
within.
week, the children make over some sotheir minds for
called bad neighbor children.
a

in

in

in

a

in

is
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Aunt Joy,
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Ned, who is lame, has by this time come to think of

God
"to

as an ever-present help, so he makes up his mind to go
the Father with a son's claim."

faith of childhood, these little people
they have already received, thanking the Father
for Ned's healing ; and lo, in a few days, Ned comes walk
ing along without his crutches.
Papa pays Dr. Grave a thousand dollars a year to keep
Mamma here suffering, when he really believes that only
by dying and going to God, can she ever be well and happy.
Under Aunt Joy's teaching, this little family learns that "He
that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also."
Keeping this thought in mind, they finally experience the joy
of seeing Mamma get up from a bed of pain, a wonder of
lovely womanhood.
Little tots make the older people read over and over
again to them their favorite chapters in Wee Wisdom's
Way. Older children who can read this book for them
selves, delight in the charming story, and in the knowledge
which helps them
their games and studies.
gained from
luxe,
bound
silk cloth, and beauti
Special edition de
fully illustrated, price $1.50; paper cover, 75 cents.
in

in

it,

the lovely

TO FURTHER THE SPIRIT OF UNITY

by

is
a

It

in

Many requests for the names of our subscribers
vari
ous places are coming to us, the object of the writers being
rule
to get acquainted with others of like thought.
among publishers not to give out the names of subscribers,
However,
because people do not like to be intruded upon.
those of the same spiritual thought are often strengthened
touch with one another, and for this reason we
coming
desire to help make such acquaintances.
We will not give
the names of our subscribers, but instead will publish the
We can
names of those who have written to us for lists.
not grant the privilege to everybody;
given to only
we
are
those who
have reason to believe
sincere seekers for
Truth.
this department must be made by
Application
the one who wishes his name published.
is

in

it

in

,

1

Mrs. May Carman, K. F. D.
Sidney, Iowa.
Artemas Higgs, 920
Clinton St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Dr. E. M. Rhinehart, 1020 9th St., Modesta, Cal.
Mrs. Herbert A. Wilcox, 336
Santa Fe, Salina,
Kans.
H. P. Crandell. 307 N. Second St., Missoula, Mont.
S.

S.
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Cal., Alameda — Home of Truth,
Fresno — Unity Truth
Center

83

ARE

SOLD

corner Grand and Alameda
and
Metaphysical Library,

Ave.
331

Forsyth Bldg.
Los Angeles— Home of Truth, 802 S. Union Ave.; Metaphysical
Library, 910-914 Black Building; The New Thought Church, 514
Fay Building; Unity School of Christianity, Room 210, 313 West
Third St.; Ethel R. Egy, 828 Francisco St.
Long Beach — Metaphysical Studio, 53 Cedar Ave.
Palo Alto—N. T. Truth Center, 451 Channing Way.
Sacramento — Home of Truth, 1415 L St.
San Diego — House of Blessing, 2109 2d Street; Metaphysical
Library, 1024 Broadway; Maude Johnson Beane, 955 8th St.
San Francisco — Home of Truth, 1109 Franklin St.; California
Truth Center, 68 Post St.; Occult Book Co., 1141 Polk St., near
Sutter; Downtown Truth Center, 617 Shreve Building; Metaphys
ical Library, 3d floor Rosenthal Bldg., 165 Post St.; Mission Unity
Center, 2476 Mission St.; San Francisco Truth Center, 446 Lake
St.; Unity Center of Practical Christianity, 948 Post St.; Mrs.
Jessie J. Knox, Unity Center, 61 1 Oak St.
Santa
Barbara — Metaphysical Fellowship Reading Room, 1336
Garden St.
San Jose — Christian Assembly, 144 North 5th St.
— J. W. Bailey, 434 N. American St.; Stockton Truth
Stockton
Center, 540 E. Main St., Junior Hall.
Colo., Denver —College of Divine Science, 730 Seventeenth Ave.;
The Power School of Truth, 4321 West 32d Ave.; Unity Study
Class, 1340 Pennsylvania Ave.
Pueblo— Lydia Keeling, 108 West 10th St.
D. C, Washington — Woodward & Loth r op, 10th and llth, F and G
Sts.; Home of Truth, 1869 Wyoming Ave., Apt. 200; Eagles'
Wings New Thought Association, 1814 N St., N. W.; I. N. T. A.
3 1 1 Ouray Bldg.
Headquarters,
Florida, Miami — Andrew J. Hornung, 65 Ft. Dallas Park.
///., Chicago — Unity Society, 104 Auditorium Bldg.
E. St. Louis — Mrs. Ida M. Keller, 605A Missouri Ave.
In J., Indianapolis — Unity Truth Center, 1114 Odd Fellow Bldg.
Wabash— Mrs. Alice M. Depuy, 75 W. Maple St.
lova, Osltaloosa—Mrs. Kate Caldwell, 714 E. High St.
Kans., Topeka— Unity School. 1 19 E. 10th Ave.
ACo., Louisville — Kaufman-Straus Co., 4th Ave.; Truth Center, 307
Bernheim Bldg.
La., Nev> Orleans — Truth Center, 613 Common St.
Mass., Boston — The Metaphysical Club, 30 Huntington Ave.; New
Thought Library, 347 Walker Bldg., 120 Boylston St.; The Larger
Life Library, 18 Newbury St.; Home of Truth, 111 Newbury St.
Springfield — Truth Center, Room 203, 21 Besse Place; Mrs. Mary
Margeson, 356 Main St.
Worcester— New Thought Reading Room, 216 Day Bldg., 306
Main St.
Md., Baltimore— Mrs. Robert Burton, 1021 Cathedral St.
Mexico, Mexico City — Luis Leal, Calle Tacuba 53 despacho S., P. O.
Box 60 Bis.
Mich., Detroit — Unity Center, Margaret Wood, leader, Room 56,
213 Woodward Ave.; The Higher Thought Assembly, 213 Wood
ward Ave.; Miss C. C. Ayers, 59 Dexter Blvd.
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Crand Rapids— Mrs. Fred H. Meyer. 526 North Ave.; Mrs. Ida
M. Bailey, 2011 Francis Ave.
Kalamazoo —School of Christianity, 21 1 W. Dutton St.
M inn., Si. Paul — Unity Center. 1258 Bayard Ave.; Mrs. Leroy
Barton, 1884 Lincoln St.
Minneapolis — Society of Applied Christianity, 711 W. Lake St.;
Rex & Jane Morgan, 1710 Stevens Ave.; Unity and Truth Center.
69 Bedford St., S. E.
Mo., St. Louis— H. H. Schroeder, 3537 Crittenden St.; Mrs. J. C.
Appel, 2631 Russell Ave.; The Greenbaums, 4916 Washington Ave.
Kansas City — Emery, Bird Thayer Co., 1 1 th and Walnut.
Neb., Lincoln— Unity Society. 13 N St., Room 502 Fraternity Bldg.
Omaha — Metaphysical Library, 302 Patterson
Block.
N.
Nevark— Newark Truth Center, 435 4th Ave., near RosevQle
Ave., Roseville Section.
East Orange— Lucetta A. Robinson, 33 S. 20th St.
N. Y., A'en. York— Brentano's, 5th Ave. and 27th St.; Goodyear Book
Concern, 1400 Broadway; League for Larger Life, 222 W. 72d St.
Buffalo — Buffalo New Thought Society, 43 W. Tupper St.
Ohio, Cincinnati — New Thought Temple Library, 1216 Mercantile
Library Bldg.
Columbus — Unity Center, 208 Clinton Bldg.
Cleveland— Unity Center,
1247 E. 29th St.; Cleveland Truth
Center, 322 Lenox Bldg., Euclid Ave. at 9th St.; Mrs. Frank
Ohlman, 11322 Ohlman Ave.
Dayton — Dayton New Thought Temple, 30 Davis Bldg.
Okla., Oklahoma City — First Divine Science Church, 727 N. Robin
son St.
Tulsa— R. L. Benedict, 209 S. Phoenix Ave.
Ore., Portland— The Metaphysical Circulating Library, 27 Ainesworth Bldg.; The Realization League, 727 and 728 Corbett Bldg.
Pa., Philadelphia— Unity Center, 1504 Walnut St.; New Thought
Book Shop, Weightman Bldg.; Truth Center, 1328 Walnut St.
Cermanion>n — Germantown New Thought Library, 6223 Baynton St.
Pittsburg — Ministry of Truth, 610 Arch St.
R.
Providence — New Thought Center, 72 Weybosset St., Room 37.
Tenn., Nashville — New Thought Temple Society, Commercial Club
Bldg., Room 307.
Texas. Dallas — Mrs. E. C. Friend, 311 N. Marlborough.
El Paw— May O. Stevens, 209 Mills Bldg.
Utah, Salt Lake City— Mrs. A. K. Myers, 639 S. 2d St. E.
Wash., Seattle— S. Louise Foulkes, 421 Globe Bldg.; Unity Society.
1924 10th Ave. W.; Raymer's Old Book Store, 1330 First Ave.;
New Thought Congregation, 611 Alaska Bldg.; C. F. Lewis, 622
Pike St.
Spokane — Spokane Book and Stationery Co., 903 Riverside Ave.;
The Church of Truth, corner 6th Ave. and Jefferson St.
Australia, Melbourne —Anna Hudson, 145 Collins St.; New Thought
Book Shop, 229 Collins St.
Western Australia, Perth — Albert and Sons, 180 Murray St.
Sydney, Nev South Wales — Truth Center, Coles' Arcade, 346
George

Street.

Ml. Victoria, Ne*

South Wales— The Truth Center, Sister Veni
Cooper- Math ieson.
Canada, Toronto— New Thought Alliance, Foresters' Hall, 22 College
St.; Mrs. M. Hunter-Jones, 44 Duggan Ave.
Victoria. B. C— Unity Study Class. 600 Campbell Bldg.
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England, London — L. N. Fowler & Co., 7
Arcade, 4, 5, 12
Imperial
and 33 Imperial Bldg., Ludgate Circus, London, £. C; C. Maurice
Dobson, 146 Kensington High S. London, W.; The Higher Thought
Center. 39 Maddoz St., Wl.
Si. Helens, Lancashire— Helen Rhodes- Wallace, 32 Acland Rd.

A COMPLETE LIST OF UNITY BOOKS
Bible. American Revised
......750; $1.50; $1.50;
Christian Healing
Study Helps and Questions for Christian Healing
Lessons in Truth
500; $1.00; $1.50;
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary
Metaphysics of Raw Food
Miscellaneous Writings
paper 501; cloth
Question Helps for Lessons in Truth
•Sir Smile-Ups
•Treasure Box
Truth in Song

Walk

in the Light

500
$1 .00

$1.00
35^
$1 .00

50*
50(

paper 50(f
paper 750; de luxe $1.50

•Wee Wisdom's Way
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$3.50
$3.00
35c
$3.00

A COMPLETE LIST OF UNITY BOOKLETS

tAll

Sufficiency in All Things
200
Arts Series (6 booklets marked t)
$1.00
Bible and Eternal Punishment
1 50
Consecration of the Room, The
250
for Beginners
'^Directions
200
Faith that Removes Mountains
200
God
Finding
200
20c4
{Finding the Christ
{God's Hand, and Loose Him and Let Him Go
200
{Giving and Receiving
200
1 50
Helps for Teachers of Practical Christianity
Holy Spirit, The
200
•In Christ's Garden
500
{Invisible Resource
200
Joy and the Way of Attainment
200
Love: The Supreme Gift
500
•Love's Roses
250
1 00
Maternity Treatments
Ministry of Holy Mother
1 50
Oneness With God, and Neither Do 1 Condemn Thee
200
Only Good, and Other Talks
250
tPractice of the Presence
200
{Prosperity and Success
200
Prosperity Series (4 booklets marked J)
750
Pure Reason and Honest Logic of Practical Christianity
200
Talks on Truth
250
Talks to Men
200
{Trusting and Resting
200
Truth's Simplicity
200
Truth Student With Soldiers
paper 500; flexible cloth $1.00
Beaux

Why

Baptizest

Thou?

...

{Wealth and Wisdom
•Books and Booklets

150

for children.

200

.
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UNITY PROSPERITY BANK
Does It Really Free from Poverty?
Asks one who wants to be shown.

Well, just give

the Bank a chance!
In using it with
drill, you break up old thought conditions
of lack, thus allowing the spirit of plenty to express through
you.
Opulent abundance obtains in the universal Mind,
and ever seeks to flow out through multitudinous channels.
If you have harbored poor thoughts, the free riches of Spirit
could not work out into manifestation through you, because
the accompanying

a

in

a

a

a

is

in

I

is

in

is

is

in

in
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you haven't given them the chance.
You don't have to take our word for
Your own
experience
using the Bank will encourage you more than
anything we can possibly say.
lesson, by
The Unity Prosperity Bank Plan furnishes
means of which people can give themselves
practical drill
demonstrating the truth of the principles of prosperity.
Contained
the universal ether
the substance of all things.
In God, the All-Good,
everything that we can pos
We are spiritually one with this Allsibly need or desire.
Good, from everlasting to everlasting. We have but to ac
knowledge our kinship, with faith and understanding,
order to bring forth into the outer every good thing from the
universal and inexhaustible Resource.
The Bank users are given special prosperity prayers by
the Society of Silent Unity.
Rich and poor alike find the
Those who already have an abundance
Plan effective.
learn to establish their prosperity on the granite foundation
of spiritual understanding; and those who have experienced
lack, learn how to appropriate what
already their own.
of
our
successful
Bank
One
patrons recently wrote:
"Inclosed find three dollars from my Prosperity Bank. The
sent for the
Lord has surely blessed us wonderfully since
Bank. Not only financially, but even more have we become
the consciousness
of our oneness with the
prosperous
Life
now
joy to us, and
Father.
ministering to
blessing many times greater."
others we ourselves receive
Bank, deposit the amount for Unity, Weekly
Send for
Unity, or Wee Wisdom subscriptions for three friends, and
learn how

It Really Frees
See

pages

from Poverty!

95 and 96 of this magazine

tion, explanation,

and blank.

for descrip
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"THEY SAY" ABOUT
CHRISTIAN HEALING

READ WHAT
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A

secular paper of San Francisco prints the following:
"Christian Healing," by Charles Fillmore, is a book
that seeks to give a practical explanation of the healing sys
tem used by Jesus.
It is arranged in twelve lessons, clearly
expressed, so that any one can understand and apply the
teaching.
The author, Charles Fillmore, has had more than a
quarter of a century of experience in this ministry and these
lessons are the outgrowth of his work.
The book is in. its eighth edition and the demand for it
is constantly increasing.
"
From Switzerland comes this comment,
'Christian
Healing' is helping me better to understand the spiritual
meaning of the Scriptures and to dwell less on the letter of
their teaching."
Another writes:
"The help, comfort and joy I have
received are worth more to me than any amount of money."
To those seeking practical help in thinking aright, in
thinking constructively, I would especially commend them
to lessons four, five and six entitled "The Formative Power
of Thought," with "Affirmations for Right Thinking,"
"How to Control Thoughts" with "Cleansing and Purifying
Statements," and "The Word" with an exposition of "The
Power of Words" composed of Biblical quotations begin
ning with "Death and life are in the power of the tongue"
(Prov. 18:21); and ending with the words of Jesus,
"Every idle word that men shall speak, they shall give ac
count thereof in the day of judgment" (Matt. 12:36).
After reading this lesson one must have an enlarged
conviction that he must keep his lips from speaking guile if
he would find the kingdom of heaven.
Often there comes to us a realization of the wonderful
riches of the Scriptures, through the exegesis of some earnest
teacher. Old familiar texts are made to yield new treasures
without losing one iota of their former familiar meaning.
Such will be the experience of those who read the writings

of Charles Fillmore.

Nor will the intellect alone be engaged, a deeper spir
itual sense will be developed and material prosperity will
follow.

The book "Christian Healing," is published in paper
at 75 cents, cloth, $1 .50, by the Unity School of Christian
ity, Kansas City, Mo.
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FAITH THAT REMOVES MOUNTAINS
Sophia Van Marter
In

these busy days it means something to get hold of a
treatise on a big subject.
About twenty-five pages

is

is

a

a

it,

little
bound in small booklet form is all there is to
judging
from
casual glance.
But even
hurried reading reveals
that each paragraph
full of substance, and that every
phase of the subject touched upon
suggestive of great
possibilities to the reader.

And it's

The following para
very entertaining.
graph, taken at random from its pages, will convey some
little idea of the general interest of this Faith booklet:
"A
lady came to me and said, 'Oh,
easy enough to make
wanted, and
There was something
demonstration!
took me six weeks; and then
took me six years of hard
work to get rid of him.' She wanted him, and she got him,
and then
took
great deal of sorrow and pain and suffer
ing to get rid of him."
a

it

in

in

Handsomely bound
heavy, old blue paper cover,
gold and dark blue;
elaborately and originally designed
envelope to match; price, 20 cents.

WRITINGS

MISCELLANEOUS
The author of "Lessons

in

H. Emiue Cady
Truth" was from time

to

By

a

in

is

time led to write down the results of tested life experiences.
These separate essays have been compiled under die title,
Each chapter
sufficiently
"Miscellaneous Writings."
short to be read
brief period of relaxation.

of

these writings,

a

study

in

a

tendency to condem
nation has been corrected, miserly hands have been opened,
life problems have been solved, lonely hearts have been
cheered, fortunes have been retrieved, loved ones have been
freed from bondage
its manifold forms, the living Christ
has been revealed to many, and absolute reliance on God
has been established.

Can any reader let the days go by without this book?

The bindings are substantial and attractive; neat paper
cover, 50 cents; dark green cloth, with top and title stamped
gold, $1.00.
in
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TALKS ON TRUTH
Charles Fillmore

How Microbes Are Made.

By thinking, we man
microbes;
ufacture
by impregnating the whole being with
thoughts of love, we exterminate disease germs.
Follow
the "royal road."
The I Am in Its Kingdom. Would you know the
ecstasy that surpasses all earthly joy ? It can be experienced
only by those who explore the inner realm where all is
light and peace and joy.

How

Shall the

Dead Be Raised.3

Man

can

overcome the archdestroyer ; and it's time that he begins to
learn that death is no more of a necessity than sin and
sickness.
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The Development of Divine Love.

"Love

is

the drawing power of mind.
It is the magnet of the uni
verse and about it may be clustered all the attributes of
Being by one who thinks in Divine Order.
These four comprehensive and illuminating essays for

25 cents.

THE ONLY GOOD AND OTHER TALKS
Charles Fillmore

A

of some fundamentals in
Those just coming out of the old teach
ings, or fresh from neutrality, will possibly get more from
sane and lucid presentation

"Talks."

four

the articles than others.
lest some be deprived

if they study

Yet we almost

hesitate to say this,

of the probable benefits in store for

It

refreshing to
get hold of easy metaphysical reading, just as we can at
times find the keenest enjoyment in the society of the very
plainest people, — those nearest to Nature, as we say.
them

these pages.

is sometimes

Price, 25 cents.

WHY BAPTIZEST THOU
John L. Chesnutt

by water, contrasted with Baptism by the
Holy Spirit, might well be the title of this booklet. Every
phase of the subject is exhaustively treated and verified
Price, 1 5 cents.
with copious Scriptural references.
Readers may satisfy themselves that they "have the
Bible for it," when they discuss the sacrament of baptism
with their strictly orthodox friends. The matter is handled
Price, 1 5 cents.
with all due reverence.
Baptism
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TALKS TO MEN

By

A Truth Student

Calls a spade a spade, and deals very frankly, yet in

all modesty, with this most vital subject.
A few lines
taken from the heart of the booklet may give a faint idea of
the general tenor of thought conveyed:
"Three- fourths of
crime,
vice,
one-half of the
one-third of the poverty, and
the
two-thirds of the sickness that we have in the world today,
are traceable directly to ignorance of the sex laws, to viola
tion of the higher law of God."
On second thought, this quotation fails to carry over the
main purpose of the essay, which is entirely constructive in
Individuals and families are daily being led into
its appeal.
living through its regenerating influence.
of
purer
paths
Order copies for your friends. Price, 20 cents.
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ONENESS WITH GOD
H. Emilie Cady

A

tonic of encouragement to those who have been pur
suing shadows in the outer realm of expression.
The lesson
which this booklet brings us is that by waiting expectantly,
patiently, and trustingly on God, we can come into that
close communion with the Father where all that is for our
uplift, benefit and profit shall be revealed to us.
When we read "Oneness With God," all the little frets
and worries and cares dwindle into their native insignifi
cance.
companion essay of eight pages, entitled "Neither
Do I Condemn Thee" gives scientific reasons why we
should not judge.
Both essays for 20 cents.

A

PURE REASON

AND HONEST LOGIC

Charles Fillmore

The deep things of God are so easy of comprehension
that even the little child can grasp them and live them.
Our
difficulty

lies in the fact that we regard

abstruse — something

tically

to be

labored

Truth

as something

over — something

prac

unattainable.

This is the reason that a booklet like the one of which
we are speaking has great value for the reader.
It measures
the height and depth of spiritual understanding, yet etches
its reasoning with such clearness and precision that the most
untutored mind finds no difficulty in grasping the teaching
Price, 20 cents.
given out in its pages.
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THE SUPREME GIFT

Henry Drummond

It isn't often that one is held spellbound by a literary
production
well, just because they don't come that way.

—

Henry Drummond, in this analysis of Paul's immortal
chapter on Love, satisfies the soul, enthralls the intellect,

The essay is a masterpiece in spiritual dis
spirit.
cernment, construction,
argument, style, and loftiness of
exalts the

conception.

author sees "Paul passing this thing — love —
through the magnificent prism of his inspired intellect."
And the wonder of this analysis!
Every phase of human
conduct in relation to both men and life is slashed with the
scalpel of truth, but immediately the oil of love is lavishly
poured to heal the wound.
Have you a bad temper?
Find out all that is at the bottom of it; then you'll stay up
nights to leam that love is not easily provoked.
Are you
Get sweet, by transmuting the acid fluid
unduly critical?
of your nature into the milk of human kindness.
Very heavy cream paper binding; cover design, forest
scene in harmonizing
green; pages appropriately decorated.
Only 50 cents for this book of unusual merit and charm.

THE HOLY SPIRIT
Charles Fillmore

Man, in his pre-Adamic state, was completely at one
with the Spirit of Truth.
But when he got lost in his own
he broke the link which consciously connected
him with the Holy Spirit, and has since floundered around
in a maze of confusion, resulting from a tampering with the
creations,

law.

Now we are

more likely to get in touch with the Spirit
of the night," or dreams, when the conscious
Unity
mind is stilled, permitting us to hear the inner voice.
in

"visions

in

in

a

is

in

in

in

in

is,

—

in

If you are interested
just opened a dream department.
in dreams
at least
and everybody
his own dreams —
you will, doubtless, desire to read what Mr. Fillmore has
to say on the subject
this booklet.
Holy
comes
to men
this day, as
the
Spirit
"The
past, and reveals to them
various ways how to overcome
the erroneous states
of consciousness
which they have
evolved, or
which they are cast through association. The
higher and more far-seeing
intellect
not to be trusted;
guide
the Holy
necessary, and that has been provided
the price.
Spirit." 20 cents
has

is

is
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The

UNITY

02

BEAUX ARTS SERIES

You don't

need even a five-

foot
books

shelf

of

in

order

to acquire

Unity

teachings.

Just

these six little

pocket booklets,
which

can

be

tucked away
anywhere, will
give you a

work-

ing knowledge
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of

Truth

ciples.

prin

Others

are getting their
understanding of the fundamentals of Practical Chris
tianity in just this simple way.

Why

not

you?

TRUSTING AND RESTING
H. Emilie Cady
What's the

use

of hurrying and struggling and straining,

when you can accomplish so much more and be so much
Our part is
happier by simply letting God do his part?
God's part is stupendous. Then isn't it strange that
small.
we seek, with our feeble human will, to do the work of the
Infinite?
Lay down your heavy load, and rest your tired nerves,
"Trusting
and allow God to fight your battles for you.
Price, 20 cents.
and Resting" will teach you how.

THE PRACTICE OF THE PRESENCE
Jennie H. Croft

Brother Lawrence,

a

devotee

of the Middle Ages,

lived in the Divine Presence consciously every moment, even
while doing scullery work within the convent walls.
So
this
holy
and
did
man
identify
fully
perfectly
himself with
the illuminated One within, that all who came near him
No doubt, the author
sensed the light of His presence.
drew inspiration from this good monk's life in giving us this
Price, 20 cents.
most helpful booklet.
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DIRECTIONS FOR BEGINNERS IN PRACTICAL
Including a

CHRISTIANITY

"Six Day's

Course of Treatment

Charles Fillmore

Instruction"

The wise and mighty have for ages sought the "philos
stone," the "divine elixir," the "universal solvent,"
the "fount of eternal youth."
But now the simplest and
the humblest have the key to the mystery of the ages.
Pro
cure these "Directions," follow them, even in degree, and
you will become wiser and more powerful than the great
Price, 20 cents.
and good of old.
opher's

GOD'S

HAND, AND LOOSE

HIM AND LET

HIM GO
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H. Emilie Cady
Perhaps the heaviest burden we human beings carry is
the other fellow's
load.
Whether that one be father,
mother, husband, child, we must never forget that the Christ
who ever lives at the center of each and every soul, "neither
Now is the time to lift that dear one
slumbers nor sleeps."
by letting him alone with his God, who is infinitely better
Price,
able to lead him than you can possibly hope to be.
20 cents.

FINDING THE CHRIST IN OURSELVES
H. Emilie Cady

Jesus lived right at the center, in constant union with his
Christ Self.
That was the reason he could radiate out
ward the healing love which made whole even those who
but touched the hem of his garment.
Would you, dear
reader, contact this Power of the indwelling Presence?
You'll
Study the inspired pages of "Finding the Christ."
Price, 20 cents.
not be disappointed.

ALL SUFFICIENCY

IN ALL THINGS

H. Emilie Cady

This all-embracing

title conveys a better idea of the
than
elaboration
can possibly give.
any
The essay
contents
is written
in that manner which is Miss Cady's own —
Price, 20 cents.
simple, cheering, exalting.

We

make the special price of $1.00 for the com
plete series when ordered at one time, but if ordered
separately the price of each is 20 cents.

UNITY

SCHOOL

OF

CHRISTIANITY,

Tenth and Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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Members are enrolled through this pledge:
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Datte

To Unity Good Words Club,
Tenth and Tracy

Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

I believe in the power of the spoken word, and I realize that I am
held accountable for even my lightest words.
I also believe that there
Therefore, i desire to become a member
is power in united effort.
of Unity Good Words Club that I may unite in helping others as well
as myself to speak only good, true words.
I agree to guard my conversations against all words of gossip.
crime, fear,
foolishness,
untruthfulness,
anxiety,
impurity,
nagging,
sickness, poverty and anger, and to turn them toward
complaining,
words of trust, wisdom, goodness, health, prosperity, praise, joy and
I will also abide by the rules of the Club.
goodwill.
Name

_

Address
City or Town

Statte

This

(Clip

Hani? must

&e

signed personally.

this pledge and return to the Central Secretary

No dues nor

_

for enrollment.)

fees are attached to membership, the ex

of the Club being met by freewill

offerings.
The
Club has an official emblem bearing the symbol of the Three
Wise Monkeys, signifying "I see no evil, I hear no evil, I
The gold emblem with safety catch sells
speak no evil."
for $1.50.
An attractive wall motto, a replica of which
appears above, contains the pledge in hand lettering.
This
card is 25 cents.
Suggestions and helps are offered mem
bers through the official organ of the Club, Weekly Unity,
this also including personal reports from members.
pense

CONCERNING THE UNITY

PROSPERITY BANK

Why Necessary.

9

Men and women everywhere are Marching for, and
be satisfied with only that which is practical.
When the hidden principles of life are discerned by
them, they will not accept those principles wholly until
their practical values have been discovered,
It seems
quite necessary to find a working basis for the science
of life before mankind will endeavor to apply its
laws; in this respect the Unity Prosperity Bank Plan
supplies the demand by giving the world a practical
lesson in demonstrating the truth and reality of the
principles of Prosperity.

will

I
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I

The Object of the Bank.
The Bank Plan was conceived from the idea of ap
plying the power of thought in finances and success.
We have proved that our minds have power to draw
to us abundance of all good things from the Universal
Source, and upon this fact the Bank Plan was scien
tifically founded,
Its object is to furnish a simple
Prosperity lesson that teaches the unfailing Law of
The lesson also includes special prayers
Supply.
given by the Society of Silent Unity and a drill in
concentration.

The Use of the Bank.
M

i

From the time that the Plan was first used it has
been an extraordinary success.
great number of our
readers have requested the Bank because they realized
that the Plan would help them establish their pros
and at the
perity on a more permanent foundation,
same lime give an opportunity to send Unity Magazine
to three persons who need the ministry of this helpful

A

periodical. So with
for success there is

Prosperity lessons and prayers
a Unity Bank in which the
applicant deposits the subscription price of the maga
Prosperity instructions ac
zine he sends to friends.
Application blank for the Unity
company the Bank.
Prosperity Bank will be found on the next page.
the

sent

*

Unity School of Christianity,
Tenth and Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

I.

?ay

U

Please give me your special prayers for increased
Prosperity, and according to the Plan, send a Bank in
which I agree to save the amount ($3.00) necessary to
for
ni/j) Magazine to the three following names,
will send you the subscription price within ten weeks
after receipt of Bank.
Name

„

_

-

City

2.

State

Name
Address..
City
State

3.

Name
Address..
City
Slate

(This offer does not include Unity Magazine for sender
listed above as one of the three.)
unless his name
is
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Address..

Name

of Sender..

Address
City

_...

State

'.w.sr^v.T^vxvnYny.,ll,f.^V^w^wR*^^1

AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOR
CHILDREN OF THE NEW AGE
The staff of contributors
for Wee Wisdom, including
our artist, consists of men
and women who understand
children.
All phases of
child interest are covered in
stories,
Bible
imaginative
stories, nature stories, animal
stories,

And

the children
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woodcraft,

work, puzzle

needle
etc.

poems,

page,

the pictures, how

do love them!

The supermen and superwomen of the future are
growing up now. Your child
will be one of them if you
thoughts are
implanted in his mind.
Wee Wisdom subcription, $1.00 a year.
Foreign or
Kansas City, Mo., postage, 24 cts. ; Canada postage, 1 2 cts.
see

A SUPPLEMENT TO
Each

issue

Unity contains

of

that

right

UNITY MAGAZINE

Weekly

ar
ticle on some timely subject;
a leading

lesson
ten o'clock silence
with thoughts for meditation;
a

which is
an interpretation of the Inter
national Sunday School les
son;
for daily
suggestions
meditation; and a men's busi
A vegeta
ness department.
rian column, a Good Words
Club column, and other contri
butions make Weekly Unity
indispensable to Truth seekers.
Weekly Unity subscription
price, $1 .00 a year. Canada
or foreign postage, 52 cents.
a

responsive

service,

UNITY SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY

Tenth and Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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HaOind concealed
ihese things from ihei
VOise and inlellioeni
thou hast repealed
i
them fo babes"
-Matt.ll.25(Dia$b(f)

The ^vQise man is

but a cleOer infani

,-A-OarKte

is
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